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CHAPIER I 

EXPLANATION OF THE PROBIBM 

Introduction 

Probably no aspect of education has been discussed :rwre, with as 

much concern or by as many people, -as has that of teacher effective-

ness. Everyone agrees that we need effective teachers in our educa-

tional systems, but among more than 1400 research studies in teacher 

effectiveness which have been conducted during the past century, there 

is very little agreerr:ent on the rr:eans of evaluating, describing, or 

even identifying the concept of teacher effectiveness. Efforts to 

evaluate teacher effectiveness in the United States date back to the 

late 1800 's, before speech education had becorr:e an academic discipline. 

'lhis early evaluation of teacher effectiveness by inspection teams of 

laymm, clergy, and school officials who periodically observed the 

classroom and ma.de their judgments by non-standard, individual criteria 

prompted educational researchers to attempt to establish standard cri-

teria for the rr:easurerr:ent of teacher effectiveness.1 'Ihese rreasure-

rrent criteria can be grouped into three categories: presage, observa-

tion, and student growth. 

Presage Criteria of Teacher Effectiveness 

The first criteria for rr:easuring teacher effectiveness to be em-
I ployed by educational researchers and to be studied are called "presage!' 

1Harold Spears, Inproving the Supervision of Instruction (New York: 
1953). 
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because they originate in the prediction of effective teaching. In a 

sense they are pseudo-criteria for their relevance depends upon an 

assurred or conjectured relationship to other criteria of either pro-

cess or product. 2 ~ckerman points out that such concepts as teacher 

intelligence, personality, adjustment, age, training and character 

have come to be appropriate criteria for teacher effectiveness on the 

basis of their "corrmon sense appeai. 113 These criteria involve opinion 

studies about effective teacher traits and characteristics as expressed 

by education supervisors, teachers, parents, and students. One of the 

earliest studies of these criteria was published in 1896 by H. L. Kratz 

who compiled the characteristics of "good" teachers as they were indi-

cated in a survey of 2411 pupils. Kratz found that the factors rrost 

frequently indicated by the students as characteristic of "good" teach-

/ ers were "helpful, 11 "good, 11 "pleasant, n "jolly, 11 "patient,''_ and 

"polite."4 

From a review of the numerous studies on these presage criteria., 

most of which have been reviewed by Anderson5 and Marsh.,6 one ascertains 

2Harold Mitzel, "Criteria of Teacher Effectiveness, 11 Encyclopedia 
of Educational Research, ed. Chester Harris (New York, 1960), p.1484. 

3walter Ackerman., 11Teacher Competence and Pupil Change/' Harvard 
Educational Review, XXIV (1954), p. 274. 

4H. L. Kratz, "Characteristics of the Best Teachers as Recognized 
by Children," Pedagogical Seminar, III (1896), pp. 413-418. 

5c. J. Anderson, A. S. Barr, and Maybell Bush, Visiting the Teacher 
at Work (New York, 1925). -

6Joseph E. Marsh and Eleanor Wilder., "Identifying the Effective 
Instructor: A Review of the Quantitative Studies, 1900-1953.," USAF Per-
sonnel Training Research Center Bulletin (1954). -- --
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a lack of consistency,, concreteness, and value in the descriptive 

terms derived. It seems rather fruitless to continue to label teachers 

with abstract characteristics without relating them to the actual pro-

cess of teaching or the goals of teaching. 

A ramification of the presage criteria is the so-called teacher 

achievement and/or aptitude test. These are pencil-and-paper testing 

instrurrents which are constructed on the bases of knowledge and atti-

tude. These tests are closely related to the characteristics IIEasured 

by a general intelligence test, and they do not appear to be sigp.ifi-

cantly related to the teacher's ability to ITDtivate students I attain-

IIEnt of educational goals. However, ten states still use them as part 

of the qualification for secondary and elementary teaching certifica-
\ 

tion. The three IIDSt popular tests of this nature are ''The National 

Teacher Examination, 117 "The Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inven-

tory, 118 and "The Graduate Record Exam. 119 

Education research continues on the presage criteria of teacher 

effectiveness, but because of the inconsistency and abstraction of 

terms, the failure to relate to the process or the goal of teaching, 

and the variety of purposes and levels of study, the,research findings 

are very nebulous. 

711National Teachers Examination, Professional Information Sec-
tion," (Princeton, New Jersey, 1968). 

811Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory (revised).," 
(Minneapolis, Minnesota., 1943). 

911Graduate Record Examination," (Princeton., New Jersey, 1968). 
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Observation or Process Criteria of Teacher Effectiveness 

From the beginn:ing of teacher evaluation,the practice of observ-

:ing the teaching process has been e:rrployed; however, it was in about 

1910 that formal rating scales carre :into existence when E.,c. Elliot 

devised and published his teach:ing rating form entitled, "The Provis-

ional Plan for the Measurement of Merit of Teachers. " S:ince then 

graphic charts, itemized check lists, and rank order scales have be-

come the accepted procedure for evaluation of teacher effectiveness on 

the elernentary and secondary school levels. Boyce's landmark study of 

teacher effectiveness evaluation practices in 1915 revealed that over 

60 per cent of the 242 public schools which he studied used itemized 

observation rating-scales as the criteria for rneasuring teaching effec-

tiveness.10 In a report to the N.E.A. in 1925, Leroy King indicated 

that three-fourths of the public school systems in the large cities of 

the United States were using itemized supervisor rating scales as the 

rr.eans of determining teacher effectiveness.11 

In the late 1920 1s significant criticism was raised concerning 

the validity and reliability of the observed teacher rating scales, and 

serious objection was made to its use as the sole determinant in the 

rneasurerr.ent of teacher effectiveness. Helen Walker., editor of Kappa 

10A. c. Boyce, 11Methods of Measuring Teachers' Efficiency," 14th 
Yearbook, National Society for the Study of Education (Chicago, 1915), 
Part 2. 

11L. A. King, "The Present Status of Teacher Rating," American 
School Board Journal, LXX (1925), pp. 44-46. 



Delta Pi publications, aptly ~xpressed the need for research in the 

area of ITEasuring teacher effectiveness: 

The lack of an adequate, concrete, objective, universal 
criteria for teaching ability is thus the primary source of 
trouble for all who would ITEasure teaching. One typical 
:method of attack used in rating scales is to compile a list 
of broad general traits supposedly desirable for teachers, 
with respect to which the rater passes jud@Tlent on each 
teacher. This arrounts to an arbitrary definition of good 
teaching which is subjective and usually vague, but it does 
not necessarily lead to an identification of it. Only if 
the traits themselves can be reliably identified can their 
possessor be identified as a "good teacher" according to 
the definition laid down in the scale. Even when the scale 
is made quite specific, relating not to general traits but 
to concrete procedure, the fundamental difficulty remains 
that there is no external and generally accepted criterion 
against which the scale can be validated to establish 
sigriificance of its terms.12 

5 

However, supervisor observation of the teacher through the use of the 

rating( scale has continued to be the main means of IIEasuring teacher 

effectiveness despit~ the research s~eys by Barr and Errans,13 Schell-

hammer, 14 Samuelson, 15 Reavis and Cooper, 16 and Duganl 7 which comm::>nly 
I 

12Helen Walker, ed. The Measurement of Teacher Efficiency (New 
York, 1935), p. x-xi. 

13A. S. Barr and L. M. E:rrans, "What Qualities are Prerequisite to 
Success in Teaching?" Nation's Schools, VI. (1930), pp. 60-64. 

14F. M. Schellharrrner, "Rating the Practice Teacher, 11 School Exec-
utive, LX (1940), pp. 32-33. --

15E. E. Samuelson, "An Evaluation of Teachers and Teaching," 
School Executive, LXI (1941), pp. 15-16. 

16w. C. Reavis and D. M. Cooper, "Evaluation of Teacher Merit in 
City School Systems," SupplenEntary Education Monograph, LIX (1945) • 

17R. R. Dugan, 11Personality and the Effective Teacher/' Journal 
of Teacher Education, XII (September 1961), pp. 335-337. 



conclude that methods of observing teacher effectiveness are varied 

and inadequate, and that there is no general agreement as to the ob-

served characteristics of effective teaching. 

6 

Besides the custorrary supervisor observation rating, some studies 

have atterrpted to rr.easu.r:e teacher effectiveness using observation rat-

ings by students and fellow teachers. However, stuilies by both Rooks18 

and Duninire19 have concluded that there is no significant agreement 

among teacher effectiveness ratings by supervisors, students and fellow 

teachers. 

Af''cer extensive research and review of other existing research, 

A. S. Barr, a leader and prolific writer on the subject of teacher 

effectiveness, postulated in 1961: 

1. The fact that two or nnre observers observing the 
same teacher simultaneously may disagree in the quality 
of teaching observed was reaffirrred. 

2. Good teachers carmot be separated from poor teachers 
in terms of specific behaviors ( there is an appropriate-
ness aspect to teacher behaviors that must be taken into 
consideration) ; and 

3. The evaluation of teaching can be objectified through 
the use of teacher and pupil behaviors and operational 
definitions of the personal and professional prerequisites 
to teacher effectiveness,20 

lSJE!lTBs Rooks, "An Analysis of Four Teacher Rating Devices," 
Q}8ctoral Dissertation, University of Virginia, Charlottesville, 1965). 

19E. E. Dunmire, 11Agreerr.ent Annng Teachers, Principals, ~d Chief 
School Administrators as Supervisors in the Act of Teacher Rating," 
Dissertation Abstracts, XXVI (September 1965), p. 1447. 

20Arv11 s. Barr, Wisconsin Studies of the Measurement and Predic-
tion of Teacher Effectiveness (Madison, Wisconsin., 1961), p:-Tl. 
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Most recently observation studies based on the process criteria 

rreasurerrent of teacher effectiveness have been made in the area of 

teacher-student behaviors as A. S. Barr has recommended. Anderson and 

his colleagues studied teacher-student behaviors within the classroom 

process and developed teacher behavior categories which were purported 

to rreasure the influence of the teacher and thus rreasured his effective-

ness. They established twenty-six categories with which they assessed 

a teacher's influence on pupils' behavior and differentiated teachers 

on the basis of the relative number of "social integrative" and'ciomina-

tive" contacts they had with children in lower elenEntary grades. 21 

Other researchers have developed different :rrethods and instru-

rrents for observing and recording teacher-student behavior and inter-

actions. Each study appears to have its own categories, dimensions, 

or procedures~ Cornell, Lindvall, and Saupe's behavioral observation 

instrwrent, developed in 1953, contains eight dimensions including 

social organization, pupil initiative, teacher behavior, and classroom 

climateQ 22 Hedlund designed an instrument to identify critical inci-

dents or behaviors which are intended to distinguish effective and in-

effective teachers. His scale contains: eighteen descriptions of 

teacher classroom behaviors. 23 In 1958 Medley and Mitzel developed 

21Harold Anderson, "A Study of Certain Criteria of Teaching Effec-
tiveness," Journal of Experirrental Education,XXIII(September 1954), 
PP~ 41-71~ -

22Francis Cornell, Carl Lindvall, and Joe Saupe, An Exploratory 
Measurerrent of Individualities of Schools and Classrooms. University 
of Illinois Bulletin, L (June 1953). -

23Paul Hedlund, "Cooperative Study to Predict Effectiveness in 
Secondary School Teaching," Journal of Teacher Education, IV (Septem-
ber 1953), PPe 230-234$ -
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the "Observation Schedule and Record0 by modifying the classroom ob-

servational procedures developed by Withall and Cornell. The observers 

record activity, grouping, and climate signs.24 Ryans and his col-

leagues developed the "Classroom Observation Record" consisting of 22 

bipolarities-with which trained observers note specific behaviors by 

teacher and pupils.25 Wiesse recently developed an instrurrent and 

technique for observing student attention. The observer records his 

inpressions of student attention behaviors by~ systematic time-sanpling 

process. 26 

These later observational studies appear to better fit the criteria 

described by BaIT, but they appear to lack an operational definition and 

a consistent, concrete :rreasurement of the concept of teacher effective-

ness. Also, studies by Brookover,27 Jayne,28 Lins29 and .Anderson30 

24nonald J.Vedley and Harold Mitzel, "A Technique for Measuring 
Classroom Behavior," Journal of Educational Psychology, Xix: (.April 1958), 
pp. 86-92. -

25navid Ryans, Characteristics of Teachers (Washington,D.C.,1960). 
26Edward Wiesse, "A Study of the Correlation Between Teacher Ef-

fectiveness and Pupil Attention as Determined by Systematic Tine Sarrp-
ling Technique." (Doctoral Dissertation, Indiana University, 1966). 

27Wilbur Brookover, "Person-Person Interaction Between Teachers 
and Pupils and Teaching Effectiveness." Journal of Educational Research, 
XXJITV (December 1940), pp. 272-289. -

28c1arence Jayne, "A Study of the Relationship Between Teaching 
Procedures and Educational Outcomes," Journal of Experi:rrental Education, 
XIV (December 1945), pp. 101-134. -

29Leo Lins, "The Prediction of Teaching Efficiency," Journal of 
Experi:rrental Education, XV (September 1946), pp. 2-60. -

30Harold .Anderson, "A Study of Certain Criteria of Teaching Effec-
tiveness," Journal of Experimental Education, XXIII (September 1954), 
pp. 41-71. -
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:indicate questionable validity and reliability of the observation rat-

ing scales and check lists. 

Student Growth or Gain Criteria for Measuring Teacher Effectiveness 

The third group of criteria for measuring teacher effectiveness 

is based on student growth, change, or gain. 'Ihese criteria have been 

recogp.ized for years, but few educational researchers have made use of 

them. In 1948 Barr's summary of 138 teacher effectiveness research 

studies listed only nineteen which used rreasurerrents of student gains 

as a criterion,31 and in 1956 Mitzel and Gross found only twenty studies 

using student gains as the criterion in their survey of research studies 

in teacher effectiveness.32 

'Ihe N .. E.,,A. Research Division reported in 1966 that over ninety per 

cent of the administrators in secondary and elerrentary schools used 

the observation rating method for determining teacher effectiveness 

and that only thirty-four per cent gave any consideration to student 

achieverrent.33, 

There have been some attempts to establish reliability and validity 

31Arvil Barr, 0 The Measurement of Prediction of Teacher Efficiency: 
A Summary of Investigation," Journal of Experimental Education, XVI 
(1948), pp. 203-283. -

32Harold Mitzel and Cecily Gross, A Critical Review of the Devel-
opment of Pupil Growth Criterion in Studies of Teacher EffectiVeness 
(New York, 1956), p. 31. - -

33NEA Research Bulletin (Washington, Do C. , 1965-66) , p. 13. 
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of the student growth m2asuren:ent. T~•1lor 34 LaDuke 35 Rolfe 36 ......, , , , 
Stephens and Lichtenstein 37 have attempted to establish re'liability 

for academic achievem2nt or raw gain m2asurerrent of teacher effective-

ness. Their studies in the elerrentary grades provided low reliability 

coefficients. Attempts to establish validity of student gain as a m2as-

urerrent of teacher effectiveness by relating it to observation and pre-

sage criteria have also been rather unsuccessful. Studies by Baird 

and Bates, 38 Barr, et al, 39 Brookover, 40 and others have indicated 

great discrepancies in the relationship of student gain criteria and 

other teacher effectiveness criteria. 

Thus we have surveyed the three groups of criteria used to m2asure 

teacher effectiveness, but there needs to be more said about the last 

34H.R.Taylor, "Teacher Influence on Class Achieverrent: A Study of 
the Relationship of Estimated Teaching Ability to Pupil Achievem2nt in 
Reading and Arithill2tic.," Genet.Psychological Monograph (1930),pp.81-175. 

35c. V. LaDuke, "The Measurement of Teaching Ability / 1 Journal of 
Experirrental Education, XIV (1945), pp. 75-100. 

36J. F. Rolfe, "The Measurerrent of Teaching Ability., 11 Journal of 
Experimental Education, XIV (1945), pp. 52-74. -

37J. M. Stephens and A. Lichtenstein, "Factors Associated with 
Success in Teaching Grade Five Arithmetic," Journal of Educational Re-
search, XL (1947), pp. 683-694. - -

38J. Baird and G. Bates, "'Ille Basis of Teaching Rating," Educa-
tional Administration and Supervision, XV (1929), pp. 175-183. 

39 · , A. S. Barr, T. L. Torgerson, C. E. Johnson, V. E. Lyon, and A. 
C. Walvoord, n11111e Validity of Certain Instruments Employed in the 
Measurement of Teaching Ability, 11 The Measurement of Teaching Effic-
iency, ed. Helen Walker (New York, 1935), pp. 73-141. 

4Dw. B. Brookover, "The Relation of Social Factors to Teaching 
Ability," Journal of Experimental Education, XIII (1945), pp.191-205. 
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group, student growth, or gain criteria. Since most of the research 

studies of teacher effectiveness here-to-fore have been done at the ele-

mentary and secondary school levels, the problerrs of instrum:mtation and 

effects of "incidental learning" have interfered with research design. 

Argwrents have arisen that the student growth and achievement criteria 

are not expedient, cannot be identified in terms of cause to effect, 

and cannot be validly measured. This perhaps is true in the lower ele-

mentary grade levels, but at the college level to argue that student 

growth is not an expedient means of measuring teacher effectiveness is 

h:> deny- the exisience ana purpose--of the subject material taugnt in-

the course. To argue that the student growth criteria are impractical 
• 

because individual teacher/s effects cannot be isolated, also denies 

the value of the course and student fulfillment of specific educational 

objectives. .And to argue that student growth criteria do not encompass 

all of the objectives of education such as the student's knowledge, 

attitude, and adjustment precludes the utilization of instrwrents which 

can rreasure the prescribed educational objectives. 

It seems apparent that little negative criticism could be raised 

in regard to the validity of the student growth measurement of teacher 

effectiveness if adequate instruments are used to measure the fulfill-

ment of the prescribed educational objectives. Thorndike indicated 

more than a half a century ago that the teacher's "output" is measured 

directly by the change in the behavior of her pupils. Hartman con-

tended that student behavior change is the essence of teacher effec-

tiveness and defined teacher efficiency as 11 • • • the ideally important 
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and socially desirable change in the greatest number of pupils in the 

shortest possible time, with the least expenditure of energy and with 

the maximum satisfaction in the learning process and its outcorre by , 

all concemect. 1141 Ackerman has stated, 

It is generally assurred that the ultirrate criterion 
of teacher effectiveness is change in pupil behavior. 
Even where other criteria are used it is agreed that 
they are only proximate measures of the ultimate goal 
of pupil change. Whatever the criterion, the determina-
tion of teacher effectiveness seeks to answer this ques-
tion, "Do pupils behave differently from what they would 
if the influence of a particular teacher had not been 
felt? 1142 

Theoretically., at least, nDst educational researchers today accept 

Barr's hypothesis, "It seems to me that the ultirmte criterion of 

teacher success will have to be found in the changes produced in pu-

pils., measured in terms of objectives of education. 11 43 

From the above survey of teacher effectiveness research and anal-

ysis of criteria used in measuring teacher effectiveness, it may be 

assurred that of the many ways of measuring teacher effectiveness, the 

measurement of student growth and changes produced in pupil behavior 

acc~rding to the educational or course objectives stands out as the 
\ 

most valid and reliable means of :t1easurement at the college level. 

41G. W. Hartman, "Measuring Teaching Efficiency Among College 
Instructors.," Archives of Psychology, CLIV (July 1933). 

42w. I. Ackerman, "Teacher Conpetence and Pupil Change, 11 Harvard 
Educational Review, XXIV (1954)[1 p. 274. 

43A. S. Barr, "The Measurerrent of Teaching Ability., 11 Journal of 
Educational Research, XXVIII (April 1935), p. 568. 
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Naturally, the generalizations obtained from the student gain measure-

ment criteria of teacher effectiveness, like other criteria, must be 

restricted to the educational level and subject matter measured. 

Atterrpts to Identify the Variables That Compose the Concept of Teacher 

Effectiveness 

Now that the criteria for measuring teacher effectiveness have been 

surveyed, it is necessary to consider the identification, description 

and definition of the variables in teacher effectiveness. In attempts 

to identify and describe teacher effectiveness, researchers have sought 

to relate it with many "causal variables." Some researchers have sought 

to find the "causal variables" in the teacher's personal characteristics 

such as sex, age, teaching experience, training, voice, and facial 

grimaces. These teacher characteristic studies view teacher effective-

ness as a unitary, static and universal quality which is inherent in 

the teacher no natter what, when, or how he teaches. Some researchers 

have sought to describe teacher effectiveness as teacher behavior pat-

terns such as "dogmatic, 11 "integrative, 11 and II dominative. 11 These 

teacher behavioral studies tend to view the teaching process unidimen-

sionally and segrrents which are unrelated to gramnar and Gestalt of the 

learning situation. Still others describe teaching effectiv~ness as a 

process by using such tenns as "democratic," "laissez faire," "authori-

tarian.11 Although these process studies tend to overlap into methods 
' of teaching and are very broad and abstract, they appear to provide 

the orientation for describing teacher effectiveness. 

According to s. S. Stevens, a noted psychology researcher, concepts 
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need to be def:ined and described :in terms of the operations that pro-

duce them. 44 This implies that the proper perspective from which to 

view teacher effectiveness is the dynamic operation and process of 

teaching. The effective teacher then is one who can create teacher-

student relationship and :interaction process which will enable the stu-

dent to fulfill the educational objectives prescribed for the course. 

'Ihe characteristics of this relationship and :interaction process re-

main undetermined, but this perspective provides a 1reans to :incorpor-

ate the elements or operations of teacher-student relations, the teach-

ing process., and the educational objectives :involved. As H. Remmers 

has stated., "Teacher effectiveness is 'multidimensional' and must be 

treated as such when it is being described or 1reasured, 1145 Barr reit-

erated this view of Remmers and several other educational researchers 

when he recently made recorrmendations for further research in teacher 

effectiveness: 

Teaching does not take place :in a vacuum; it takes 
place :in a very definite tangible situation. This 
aspect of teacher effectiveness is so pervasive that 
it needs more attention than it has yet received. 
Effectiveness does not reside in t~e teacher per se 
but :in the interrelationship arrong a number of vital 
aspects of a learning-teaching situation and a teacher. 
It is comnon practice to characterize the effective 
teacher in terrns of the person; tine has seen the 

44s. S. Stevens, "Psychology and the Science of Science,n Psycho-
logical Bulletin, XXXVI (1939), pp. 221-263. 

45H. Renmers, et al, "American Educational Research Association 
Comnittee on the Criteria of Teacher Effectiveness Report~n Review of 
Educational Research, XJCTI (1952), pp. 238-263. 



emphasis shift from the teacher per se to the teacher 
in relation to the m::ire important aspects of a situation; 
needs, purposes, pupils' available means, and the socio-
physical environrrent for learning and teaching.46 
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Following along the same lines of thought as Remrrers and Barr, Robert 

Soar suggests; 

The nore promising approach would seem to be abandon 
the attempts to get agreement on effective teaching, 
and withlll a conceptual framework to identify and measure 
dimensions of student-teacher interactions which seem 
important, and to relate these to aspects of pupil 1 
achievement and attitude change--the ultimate criterion 
of teacher effectiveness. Given consensus on the desired 
outcomes of a particular course, these empirically es-
tablished relationships can be used to specify the char-
acteristics of the student-teacher interaction which 
should be optimal in fostering the valued and anticipated 
student growth.47 

Medley and Mitzel recommend a .framework for studying teacher ef-

fectiveness based on the observation of a large number of teachers, 

recording all the behaviors of each one, and then measuring the effec-

tiveness of each teacher by means of student achievement. The charac-

teristics of the highly effective teachers would b,e obtained through 

an item analy~is of teacher behaviors.48 This approach considers 

interaction, process, and course objectives, but only indirectly or 

slightly, and it appears to be of slight value without a specified 

perspective or objectives for evaluation. 

46Arvil Barr, Wisconsin Studies of the Measurement and Prediction 
, of Teacher Effectiveness (Madison, Wisconsin, 1961), p. 141. 

47Robert Soar, "Methodological Problems in Predicting Teacher Ef-
fectiveness," The Journal of Experimental Education, 1XXXII (Spring 1964), 
p. 2~. - - -

48DonaJ.d 1\1.edley and Harold Mitzel., 11A Tentative Framework for the 
Study of Effective Teacher Behavior," Journal of Experimental Education, 
XXX (June 1962), p. 317. -
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Cornrmmication Variables and Description of Teacher Effectiveness 

Expressing another viewpoint, but one which is m:>re precise and 

inclusive, Robert Bales states, "Obviously what one needs to make the 

conceptual framework nEaningful is a classification of the content of 

behavior, effect, situation, teacher differences, and student differ-

ences.1149 Bales g;oes on to sugg-est a perspective from which this 

frarrework could be established: "I would think that a g;ood conceptual 

frarrework has to formulate a series of different 'levels' of informa-

tion hopefully to be obtained by content analysis of comrmmication. 1150 

Bales' approach of describing teacher effectiveness from the perspec:-

tive of interpersonal communication is unique and certainly worthy of 

consideration and study. It implies the study of' the comrmmication 

process through which teacher-student lea.ming talces place and the con-

text in which it talces place. It calls for the analysis of the struc-

ture, Gestalt., and grarrrnar of the process in the teacher-student com-

munication., and their relationship to student lea.ming and apprecia-

tion. Viewing teacher effectiveness from this perspective is advocated 

by the theories of David Berlo., noted speech comrmmication authority, 

when he states, "To talk about comnunication in a personal context is 

to talk in part about how people learn. 1151 "We have sugg-ested that 

49Robert Bales, "Conceptual Frameworks for Analysis of Social Inter-
action," Journal of Experimental Education, XXX (June 1962), p. 323. 

50ibid. -

51David Berlo, The Process of Con:m.mication (New York, 1960), 
p. 74. 
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learning is communication, that what we mean by the learning process is 

I 

included in our model of the communication processo 1152 Since the nat-

ural and general goal of teaching is learning, it appears logical that 

the effectiveness of teaching can be described and determined by the 

variables of corrmunication which exist between teacher and students. 

This perspecti v~ for viewing teacher effectiveness through interper-

sonal communication is theoretical, but it warrants further research. 

It assumes that teacher effectiveness is the ability of the teacher to 

establish communication relationships which are advantageous to student 

growth and fulfillnEnt of educational goals~ 

John Newell devised what he labels a "communication model" to 

study classroom interactions, and he categorized three different in-

structional approaches which can be described and differentiated in 

terms of their conmunication patterns. Newell is :rrodel contained two 

basic constructs "sending-oriented" and "receiving-oriented" which were 

measured by fourteen observational categories, :rrodifications of both 

Bales' interaction process analysis and Withall's index of classroom 

alima.te .. 53 No attempt has been made relating these constructs to 

teacher effectiveness; however, it would appear advantageous to estab-

lish a relationship of comrrn.mication variables and teacher effective-

ness before this model or a similar oodel could truly be of value 0 

52Ibid .. , po 103 .. 

53John Newell, W.W. Lewis and John Withall, "Use of A Communica-
tion Model to Study Classroom Interactions," (Unpublished mimeographed 
paper, University of Wisconsin3 1961)0 
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Therefore, it seems appropriate first to explore and describe the, re-

lationships of specific comnunication variables and speech teacher 

effectiveness as it is measured by the students' fulfillrrent of the 

educational objectives prescribed for a specific course at a specific 

academic level a 

Interpersonal Trust and Teacher Effectiveness 

One conmunication variable, which appears to have sigriificant re-

lationship with and influence upon teacher effectiveness as it is de-

fined and rreasured earlier in this paper, is interpersonal trust o The 

concept of interpersonal trust, its importance and development within 

comnunication, has received theoretical treatm2nt dating back to the 

tirre of Aristotle. Aristotle stated in his Rhetoric: 

There are three things which inspire confidence in the 
orator's own character--the three, narrely, that induce 
us to believe a thing apart from any proof of it: good 
sense, good rroral character, and good will •• Q • It 
follows that anyone who is thought to ha5~ all three of 
these rod qualities will :inspire trust. [En:phasis 
added. 

In the late 1940 's and early 1950' s there was a considerable 

arrnunt of e.xperimental research in the area of source credibility by 

Carl Hovland and his associates at Yale., but very little of their re-

search applied to interpersonal trust in the broader sense o In their 

studies of credibility, Hovland and his associates studied the effects 

of "expertness" and ntrustworthinessn on persuasiono Hovland limited 

54Aristotle, Rhetorica:, trans. W. Rhys Roberts in The Basic Works 
of Aristotle, ed .. Richard McKeon (New York, 1941), Po 1380 .. 
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"trustworthiness" to the perceived intention of the speaker and ignored 

the perceived rroral aspects of those involved in the corrmtmication and 

reciprocity of trust. His research was limited by a unidirectional 

view of trust--the speaker as perceived by an audience. 

Morton Deutsch was the first to study the concept of interpersonal 

trust as it is used in this paper. Deutsch defined trust operationally 

when he stated: 

An individual rray be said to have trust in the occur-
rence of an event if he expects its occurrence and 
his expectation leads to behavior which he perceives 
to have greater negative rrotivational consequence if 
the expectation is not confirrred then positive moti-
vational consequences if it is confirmed.55 

Utilizing the two-person non-zero-sum garre, Deutsch and his associates 

studied cooperative behavior and from their studies inferred that inter-

personal or mutual trust is dynamic, that it is established through 

corrm.mication of which it is an essential part, and that trust increases 

when reciprocity exists or appears to exist. From his research Deutsch 

generalized that there are many social situations that do not permit 

rational behavior unless the conditions for mutual trust are estab-

lished or exist. Deutsch viewed trust as both a dependent and inde-

pendent variable of communication. 

Another researcher in the area of interpersonal trust, Jack 

Gibb., 56 has noted that the degree of trust ~tually held for each 

55Morton Deutsch, "Trust and Suspicion," Journal of Conflict Reso-
lution, II (1958)., pp. 266-279. - --

56Jack Gibb~ "Defensive Communication,'"' Journal of Co:rrmunication, 
XI (1961), pp. lql-148. -
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other will determine the clima.te in which communication will make pro-

gress. Gibb's clinical approach to the study of trust indicated that 

reciprocal exchange of trust:ing corrmunication behavior creates "sup-

portive clirrates" and in turn "supportive clirrates 11 facilitate the 
I establishment of interpersonal trust and cormnunication. 

Giffin has recently conceptualized interpersonal trust as it ap-

plies to group interaction.57 It is from this conceptualization that 

the following working definition for this paper was established. 

Interpersonal trust is an attitude acquired through 
interpersonal communication that an individual, who 
is risking sorrething in order to obtain an uncertain, 
desired goal, has toward someone upon whom he thinks 
he rrust rely in obta:ining the desired goal. 

This definition as it applies to the teacher-student communication sit-

uation views the teacher and the students as part of a task oriented 

communication situation in which both teacher and students risk some-

thing and rely on one another's comnunication behavior in acquiring 

their own desired goal. 'Ihe student is risking his prestige of abil-

ity and grade while the teacher, is risking the prestige of his prof es-

sion, h~s success as a teacher. Both need each other to meet their 

own needs and fulfill the educational objectives of the corrmunication 

situation. 

Interpersonal trust is measured as an expressed attitude or ori-

entation which exists within the minds of the communicating individuals, 

57Kirn Giffin, 11Interpersonal Trust in Small-Group Corrnnunication," 
Quarterly Journal of Speech, LIII (October 1967), pp. 224-234. 
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but its developrrent, exchange, and observation seem inherent in inter-

personal communication. Interpersonal trust appears analogous to the 

semantic concept of abstract word meaning. Both exist only when a need 

to perceive and conceive them arises, both establish their conceptions 

through comrrn..mication, and both are necessary in their own competence 

for effective communication. The concept of interpersonal trust exists 

sorrewhere in multidimensional space and is conceived when a risk is 

necessary for obtaining a desired g;oal which can only be achieved 

through the help of another individual. The dirrensions of interpersonal 

trust as they are viewed by Giffin include perceived expertness, char-

acter, and dynamism. Giffin also has recently developed "The Giffin 

Trust Scale," a semantic differential scale which will reasure inter-
• 

personal trust.58 

Purpose of Irrmediate Research 

The primary purpose of this imnediate research is to determine 

the relationship of interpersonal trust established through communica-

tion between students and instructor of fundamentals of speech class 

and the teaching effectiveness of that instructor. Theoretically 

speaking, interpersonal trust is the pivotal part of student-teacher 

comrrn..mication, and thus it should be an essential variable of teacher 

effectiveness. The degree to which the teacher is capable· through com-

m.mication of establishing a mutual perception of the trust and the 

58ium Giffin, "Trust Differential," fue University of Kansas Com-
m.mication Research Center Bulletin (February 1968). 
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trust requirernents, will vary with the level and type of instruction 

provided. It seems erroneous to believe that what is found to exist 

in a study of specific courses at specific educational levels will 

exist in all subject areas at all educational levels. This limitation 

appears to be an inherent restriction in any type of teacher effec-

tiveness study. Operationally this research shall concern the beginning 

speech course, Speech and Drama 1A FundaI1Entals of Speech: Speaker-

Audience Cormrunication, at The University of Kansas. This limits the 

study's generalizations to college freshmen speaker-audience speech 

classes, but this is the area of interest for the author., and it pro-

vides excellent control of extraneous variables: (1) The instructors 

and students are randomly chosen for class sections, and all class sec-

tions seek the sarre educational objectives., (2) All instructors follow 

the saIIE specific syllabus, attend the saIIE workshops during the sernes-
C 

ter on the teaching of beginning speech., and use the SaIIE text and 

course material. These inherent controls make FundaIIEntals of Speech 

1A very feasible for this experirrental setting. 

The two independent variables to be studied and described are 

interpersonal trust and teacher effectiveness. Interpersonal trust-

an attitude acquired through interpersonal communication that an in-

dividual, who is risking something in order to obtain an uncertain, 

desired goal, has toward sorreone whom he thinks he rrn.tSt risk something 

and upon whose conmunication he rrn.tSt rely in acquiring his desired 

goal-will be rreasured by the Giffin Trust Scale. This rneasurernent is 

appropriate for this study because the teacher-student relationship 
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appears to be task or goal oriented--the students' learning or growth 

in speech comrrn.m.ications or the fulfillrrent of class objectives • Al-

though their :rrntives may be different, both teacher and students are 

risking something in order to obtain an uncertain desired common goalo 

Both students and teacher are fulfilling personal needs and are being 

evaluated by others, thus they are being subjected to mutual failure 

in this particular communication situation. 

Teacher effectiveness a concept used to describe the instruc-

tor's part in the communication process for fulfillrrent or satisfaction 

of the educational objectives prescribed for a particular course. The 

four broadly stated objectives of 1A Fundarrentals of Speech: Speaker-

Audience Comrrn.m.ication at The University of Kansas are 

I. Knowledge. As a basic and required course in the college 
of liberal arts and sciences, considerable tirr.e is devoted 
to teaching cognitive knowledge concerned with four factors: 

1. Awareness of the function,of speech communication. 

2. Comprehension of basic principles of speech conmmication. 

3 .. Comprehension of the special application of these 
principles in fulfilling various speech purposes. 

4. Awareness of the vital personal and societal issues 
and problems of our time: these things about which 
earnest men speak. 

.. Attitude., To a large extent, the success or failure of 
man's attempt to communicate orally depends on the attitudes 
with which the speaker and his listener approach the com-
n:n.micati ve act.. The course is thus concerned with two re-
lated attitudinal factors:· 

1 .. The attitude a student holds concerning the nature and 
importance of effective human communication .. 

2.. The manner in which a student perceives himself as a 
communicator and his relationship to those with whom 
he wishes to communicate~ 



III. Appreciation. Critical discrimination is of vital essence 
in rreaningful and effective speech communication. The 
course atterrpts to get the student to discrim:iJ:J.ate between 
different levels of speech comm.mication. 

1. Between ideas made clear and rreaningful and those that 
are vague and poorly defined. 

2. Between ideas with a logical foundation and the purely 
eITDtional flights of the demagogues. 

3. Between ideas supported with evidence and those con-
sisting of undocurrented assertions. 

4. Between eminence in thought and manner in speech com-
rrn.mication and the trite and the pedestrian. 

5 • Between ideas of an ethical nature and sham argurrents 
saturated with sophistry, half truths, and distortions. 

I 
6. Between ideas concerned with human dignity., welfare, and 

happiness and those ideas showing a disregard for these 
factors. 

IV. Ability. As a basic course in speech, it is deerred irrportant 
that a student not only acquire cognitive lmowledge about 
speech communication, develop proper attitudes, and appreci-
ate the difference between varying levels of speech comrrn.mi-
cation, but also that he gains reasonable proficiency as a 
comrrn.micator himself. This involves the following abilities: 

1. The discovery and selection of appropriate speech 
, ideas and supporting materials • 

2. The presentation of clear, reasoned, and persuasive 
discourse. 

3. The artistic structuring of speech materials. 

4 • The use of language which gives rreaningful and irrpelling 
symbolization to his thoughts. 

5. The skillful use of voice and body to achieve under-
standing and favorable reception of ideas.59 

59Handbook for Teachers of' Fundamentals of Speech (Unpublished 
mimeographed copy, University of Kansas, 1967), pp. 1-2. 
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The three rreasurerrents which have been selected to determine the 

degree of fulfillrrent of these educational objectives are the student 1 s 

grade, pre-test and post-test analysis of the abridged Patton Speech 

Content Exam, and the pre-test and post-test analysis of the Rossillon 

Speaker I s Self-Concept Scale. Description of these measurements will 

be developed in Chapter III. 

Staterrent of the Hypotheses 

The study I s major null hypotheses operationally stated are 

NULL HYPOTHESIS I: 

NULL HYPOTHESIS II: 

NULL HYPOTHESIS III: 

NULL HYPOTHESIS IV: 

NOLL HYPOTHESIS V: 

There is no statistically si@lificant re-
lationship between a student speaker's 
self-concept and his lmowledge about 
speech. · 

There is no statistically significant 
relationship between a student speaker's 
self-concept and that student's final 
grade in the college fundamentals of 
public speaking course. 

There is no statistically significant 
relationship between a student's lmowl-
edge about speech and that student's 
final grade in the college fundamentals 
of public speaking course. 

There is no statistically significant 
difference between the initial student 
speaker's self-concept and that student 
speaker's self-concept at the terrmnal 
point of the college fundamentals of 
public speaking course. 

There is no statistically si0-1ificant 
difference between a student's lmowledge 
about speech at the beginning of the col-
lege fundamentals of public speaking 
course and that student's lmowledge about 
speech at the end of the course. 



N""LlLL HYPOTHESIS VI : 

NUI.L HYPOTHESIS VII: 

NULL HYPOTHESIS VIII: 

NUIL HYPOTHESIS IX: 

NQLL HYPOTHESIS X: 

NULL HYPOTHESIS XI: 

NULL HYPOTHESIS XII: 

NULL HYPOTHESIS TIII: 

NULL HYPOTHESIS KN: 
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There is no statistically significant re-
lationship among the three dimensions of 
interpersonal trust--"character," "expert-
ness," and "dynamics"-as perceived in the 
mstructor by the students of speech. 

There is no statistically significant 
difference between the perceived trust of 
the instructor by the student at the ini-
tial class rreeting and that student's 
perceived trust of the instructor at the 
terminal class rreeting of the fundamentals 
of public ~peaking course. 

There is no statistically significant 
difference between the perceived trust of 
the students as a group within class sec-
tions by the instructor as he perceives 
them at the initial and terminal rreetings 
of the funda.TIEntals of public speech. 

There is no statistically significant re-
lationship between the degree of trust 
perceived by an instructor for a class 
section and the reciprocal degree of 
trust perceived by that class section 
for that instructor. 

There is no statistically significant re-
lationship between a student speaker's 
self-concept and his trust of his instruc-
tor. 

There is no statistically significant re-
lationship between the change in a student 
speaker's self-concept and that student 1s 
trust of the instructor. 

There is no statistically significant re-
lationship between a student's trust of 
his speech instructor and that student's 
lmowledge about speech. 

There is no statistically significant re-
lationship between a student's gain in 
lmowledge during a speech course and that 
student 's trust of his instructor. 

There is no statistically significant re-
lationship between the student's trust of 
speech instructor and that student's final 
gr-a.de. 



NULL HYPOTHESIS YN: 
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There is no statistically significant re-
lationship between a student's trust for 
his instructor and that student's with-
drawal from class . 

Implications and Limitations of the Study 

The following study is exploratory and descriptive in nature. It 

is an at terr.pt to isolate, measure, and show the relationship of vari-

ables which appear to be part of effective teaching of public speaking 

at the college level. It is the first and prelirn:mary study in the 

developrrent of the concept of the effective teacher of speech. If 

adequate relationships of teacher effectiveness, measured by mental 

achievement and attitude change, and the communication variable of 

interpersonal trust are established, the study will provide a basic 

pardigrn for describing and observ:ing the conmmication of the effective 

speech teacher. Naturally., the imrrediate study is limited by the in-

struments used to represent the concepts and by the conditions in which 

the variables were analyzed. 

Organization for the Remainder of This Dissertation 

Chapter II will present a restricted review of the literature 

representing studies on teacher effectiveness which are relevant to 

student gain criteria for reasuring teacher effectiveness, to variables 

similar to trust, to corrm.mication variables and to the use of the 

semantic scale in nEasuring student attitudes. 

Chapter III will present the procedures and nEthods including 

population selection, study design, instrument selection., and statis-

tical treatment. 
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Chapter DJ will describe the methods and the analysis of the data., 

and it will describe the inferred ramifications of the data. 

, Chapter V will su:mnarize the entire study, draw some conclusions, 

and provide some reconmendations for further study. 

Summary 

Reviewing the literature, one finds a serious void in speech edu-

cation research and that void is in the area of teacher effectiveness. 

Initiative needs to be taken to develop interest and perspective for 

this vital area of speech education research. Means of evaluat:ing., 

describing., and identifying the effective teacher of speech need to be 

established. 
I 

IJ:here appear: to be three basic criteria for measurement of 

teacher effectiveness: presage--"corrnnon sense" opinions about a teacher's 

personal characteristics that purport to describe and predict effective 

teachers; observation of teaching process--rating of teacher personal-

ity, behavior., and classroo~ climate; and student growth or chang-e-

increase in lm.owledge., change in attitude., development in appreciation. 

Of these criteria for the measurement of teacher effectiveness, the 

first is the oldest, the second is most corrnnonly used, and the last, 

student growth, appears to be the most valid when appropriate instru-

ments are available to measure students' fulfillment of educational ob-

jectives. Course grade, Patton's Speech Content Exam, and Rossillon's 

Speaker's Self-Concept Scale appear to be appropriate instruments for 

measuring the fulfillrrent of the college level f'undarrentals of public 

speaking course. Sufficient control of extraneous variables' influence 
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on the fulfillrrent of the specific educational objectives of a course 

at this level appears very possible. 

The description of the concept of teacher effectiveness has been 

attempted from many perspectives such as teacher personal characteris-

tics and behavior, but the most advantageous perspective appears to be 

the communication process in the teacher-student interaction situation. 

It seems appropriate to isolate and identify a significant cormnunica-

tion variable and proceed to study its relationship to and character-

istics of fulfilling educational objectives of the course. One such 

variable is interpersonal trust which has received theoretical atten-

tion dating back to Aristotle and which has recently been conceptual-

ized to apply to group interaction by Giffin. 

The purpose of this imrediate study is to explore and describe 

the relationships among students 1 mental achievement in speech subject 

matter, students 1 attitudes toward themselves and speech comrrn.mication 

situations, course withdrawals and grades of students, and interper-

sonal trust of instructor and students. This study' s findings are 

limited to college fundalrentals of public speaking courses and are 

preliminary in describing, measuring., and identifying the effective 

speech teacher-student cormnunication patterns. 



CHAPIBR II 

RELATED LlTERATURE 

Since there have been over 1,400 studies reported in the area of 

teacher effectiveness of which most have already been reviewed by 

Marsh,1 Barr, 2 Mitzel,3 Ackerman,4 Gag;e,5 and others; and since an 

overview of the types of these studies was presented in the introduc-

tory chapter, it would be superfluous and unwarranted to review studies 

here which are not directly related to the present study. '.mus, the 

review here is limited to variables very similar to the concept of 

interpersonal trust, communication variables, and teacher effective-

ness measured by student achievement • 

Interaction and Teacher Effectiveness 

A variable similar to 'that of interpersonal trust which has been 

studied in teacher effectiveness research is the teachervs ability to 

1J. E. Marsh and Eleanor Wilder, "Identifying the Effective Jn-
struction: A Review of the Quantitative Studies, 1900-1952," USAF 
Personnel Training Research Center Research Bulletin (1954). --

2A. S. Barr, Wisconsin Studies of the l\'easurement and Prediction 
of Teacher Effectiveness, A Sumnary of Investigations (J.Vadison, Wis-
consin, 1961). - -

3H. E. Mitzel and Cecily Gross, "The Development of Pupil Growth 
Criteria in Studies of Teacher Effectiveness, 11 Educational Research 
Bulletin, XIII (March 1962), p. 91. 

4wa1ter Ackerman, "Teacher Competence and Pupil Chang;e," Harvard 
Educational Review, XXIV (1954), pp. 273-284. 

5N. L. Gage, "The Handbook of Research on Teaching," Journal of 
Teacher Education, XIII (March 1962), p. 91. -
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create "warmth," soretimes referred to as "friendly interaction." The 

criterion for reasuring teacher effectiveness in these studies has 

been pupil behavior change or achieverent. ''Warmth" has been measured 

by expression of attitudes of the students in the form of questionnaires 

or rating scales. 

William Brookover has studied the relationship of teacher "warmth" 

and student gains in his study of 1275 eleventh graders and 66 teach-

ers.6 Using pre-test and post-test techniques involving a seventy-day 

period of instruction, he reasured the pupilvs rean gain on historical 

information, and he canpa.red the scores with the results of a seven-

item questionnaire given to the students to determine their impres-

sions of the teachers' abilities to create teacher warmth. The ques-

tiormaire contained such questions as: "Do you think this teacher is 

fair?" "Do you confide in this teacher?" "Does this teacher join in 

your recreation?" urs this teacher helpful to you?" These items appear 

to be slightly related to the current study's dimensions of interper-

sonal trust: character., expertness, and dynamics. At what time within 

the seventy-day period of instruction the attitudes toward te~cher 

ability to create a "warm" teacher-pupil relation was reasured is not 

provided, but it is stated that the teachers were absent from the rooms 

when the students responded to the questionnaires. 

The relationship of "wannth11 and achievement was nEasured by the 

6w. B. Brookover, "Person to Person Interaction Between Teachers 
and Pupils and Teaching Effectiveness," Journal of Educational Research, 
XXXIV (1940), pp. 272-287. -
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chi-square technique. The a:rmunt of correlation ~was low, but still it 

was si[g'lificant at the • 05 level. The results of this correlation 

study inferred that those who had the more congenial, friendly rela-

tionship, or "warmth" with their students tended to be less effective 

teachers of inforrration. From his findings of negative correlation of 

teacher 11warmth11 and Yieffectiveness, 11 Brookover concluded, "Apparently 

students like friendly teachers better, but learn oore when taught by 

teachers who are perceived as less congenial and friendly. 117 Brookover 

viewed "warmth" as a static phenomenon which rerrmned constant over the 

seventy-day period, but he does state that his study's results are far 

from conclusive. 

In a similar study, C. M. Christensen studied the relationships 

among "permissiveness" and "warmth" of teachers along with the affect-

need and achieveID8nt of the students at the elerrentary leve1. 8 The 

study was concerned with pupil achievement as the dependent variable 

and pupil affect-need, teacher "warmth," and teacher "permissiveness" 

as independent variables. The following hypotheses were tested: 

1. Positive affective response (warmth) of teacher is 
positively related to achieverrent gains • 

2. Permissiveness of the teacher is negatively related 
to achieverrent gains • 

7wilbur Brookover, A Sociology of Education (New York, 1968), 
p. 439. 

8c. M. Christensen, "Relationship Between Pupil Achieverrent, 
Pupil Affect-Need, Teacher Warmth and Teacher Permissiveness," Journal 
of Educational Psychology, LI (1960), pp. 169-174. 



3. Teacher warmth and permissiveness interact signifi-
cantly; such that warm, directive teachers will pro-
duce the greatest achieverrent gains. 

4. Affective needs of pupils interact sigp:i.ficantly 
with teacher warmth and permissiveness,9 
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In this study the "permissiveness" and the 11warmth11 scales were 

devised by the author and were pupil-questionnaire type. 'Ihe "per-

missiveness" scale attempted to measure the permissive-directive be~ 

havior of the teacher in her teaching of subject matter. It included 

such questions as""'-"Do the pupils usually help plan what the class is 

going to do?" "Does your teacher assigri the pages to be read in your 

science book?" and "Does your teacher push sorre pupils to try a little 

harder? '!_which are answered 11yes n or "no." 'Ihe "warmth" scale attempted 

to rreasure the affective response of the teacher to pupils~ and it in-

cluded such items as: "Is it easy to talk to your teacher when you feel 

bad about something? 11 11If you rrade a mistake would you be afraid to 

tell your teacher about it? 11 and "Does your teacher ever say rrean 

things to the pupils?" 

Affect-need of the pupils was rreasured by a 36 paired-comparison 

items scale containing such items as: "Which do you want more in a 

teacher? (A) E.:xplaira so we can understand, (B) Is nice to us even if 

we do something wrong. 1110 This scale was devised by Della Piana and 

Gage. 

9Ibid. , p. 169. 

10a. M. Della Piana, "The Cognitive-Affective Values of the Pupils 
and Teacher-Pupil Relationship, iu (Unpublished master's thesis., Univer-
sity of Illinois, 1953). 
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Achievenent was :rreasured by the Iowa Tests of Basic Skills. This 

achieve:rrent test is a standardized achievenent battery including the 

five subtests in vocabulary, reading corrprehension, language skills, 

work study skills and arithnetic skills. 

Using covariance analysis, the author found that vocabulary and 

arithmetic achieverrent growth were significantly greater for teachers 

scoring high on the "warmth" scale. No significant relationships were 

obtained for "affect-need 11 or "permissiveness II and none of the inter-

action terms were significant. Only the first hypothesis was partially 
I 

substantiated: Teacher "warmth" was significantly related to vocabulary 

and arithmetic achievement. 

Horace Reed also has studied teacher "warmth" and its relationship 

to teacher effectiveness measured by student achieve:rrent. He defines 

"wannth" as 11 • • • pupils' perceptions of teacher behaviors which re-

lax interpersonal tension between teacher and pupil. 1111 Measurem::mt 

of student achievement was accorrplished by Reed's own "Science Interest 

Inventory," a reans of determining amount and quality of voluntary 

science activities. The hypothesis predicting a positive relationship 

between ''warmth" and pupil interest in science was deduced from the 

rationale that the teacher's warm relationship is a rewarding experi-

ence for the pupils, and classroom learning activities become reward-
. ( 

ing as a function of the teacher's "warmth" behaviors. The pupils' 

11Horace Reed, 11Teacher Variables of Warmth, Demand and Utiliza-
tion of Intrinsic lVbtivation Related to Pupils' Science Interest: A 
Study Illustrating Several Potentials of Variance-Covariance," Journal 
of __ Experirental Education, XXIX (March 1961), p. 206. 
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positive feelings toward the learning activities lead to participation, 

which in turn, frequently, lead to satisfaction of other needs such as 

the co@1itive. As the learning activities become inherently attractive, 

interest is learned. 

The sample for this study included 1045 ninth-grade boys and girls 

and their 38 general science teachers from 19 public schools in eastern 

Massachusetts. 

Pupils within a class agreed closely in their rating of 11warmth11 

with reliabilities between .88 and .93 f'or the stability of within-

class responses. The 11Science Interest Inventoryvs 11 reliability, as 

determined by the Spearman-Brown fonnula, was .97. 
The hypothesis that the teacher variable of "warmth" is positively 

related to pupils' interest achievement in science was accepted, with 

positive correlations of . 20 for the boys and . 28 for the girls. 

Morris Cogan studied teacher effectiveness measured by student 

productivity and its relationship to classroom interaction created by 

the teacher. This study was based on the theory that 11 ••• the teacher 

may become on the one hand a cue for anxiety or on the other liking or 

respect . [This appears similar to Gibb's corrnnunication climates, but 

unidirectional in nature. ] An appropriate response to anxiety is 

avoidance of some sort; an appropriate response to liking is approach. 1112 

'Ihus the teacher who becomes a cue for strong anxiety or avoidance will 

12Morris Cogan, "The Behavior of Teachers and the Productive Be-
havior of Their Pupils, 11 Journal of Experimental Education, XXVII 
(December 1958), p. 90. -
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rrotivate his students to do only the required work, and the student 

will perform very little self-initiated work. Whereas, the teacher 

who becornes a cue for "respect" will rrotivate his students to do self-

initiated work. Cogan labels the avoidance situation as "preclusive" 

with perceived teacher behavior dirrensions of II dorn:inati ve," 11 agressi ve, 11 

and "rejectant" characteristics. The "respect" situation is labeled 

"inclusive" and contains perceived teacher behavior dirrensions of "in-

tegrative," "affiliative, 11 "nurturant" characteristics. Also in his 

study, Cogan considers another independent variable which he calls 

"conjunctive." This perceived teacher characteristic is least affect-

laden and includes "level of demand," "ability to communicate," and 

"effective classroom management." 

The study seeks to answer the following que0stion: "Given certain 
/ 

teacher behaviors, what are the relationships between the pupil's per-

ception of such cues and the corres~onding productivity scores?1113 

The population sanpled consisted of the public school teachers in 

departmentalized secondary schools in comrrnmities located within the 

rnetropolitan Boston area. The data was collected from 33 teachers and 

987 eighth grade pupils in five public junior high schools in the form 

of a student questionnaire on teacher behavior cues and a scale for 

measuring required and self-initiated work. 

The finding which directly applies to the present study is that 

"Strong evidence is adduced to show that in the perception of the pupils, 

13Ib"d l •, p. 92. 
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scores on inclusive and conjunctive behavior of teachers are related 

to scores on the performance of required and self-initiated work of 

pupils. 1114 The perceived conjunctive variable was significantly re-

lated to achieverent at the . 05 level in over half of the cases studied 

and the perceived inclusive variable was significantly related to 

achievement at the • 01 level in 21 of the 33 cases studied. 

Ned Flandersl5 studied the relationships among student attitudes, 

interaction analysis, and teacher effectiveness measured by student 

achievement. Student attitudes expressed on a questionnaire inventory 

in this study were primarily intended to determine student independence 

and motivation., and they were not intended as e:xpressions of student 

attitudes toward the teacher's behavior or teacher's ability to estab-

lish conducive teacher-student interaction. The interaction analysis 

was accorrplished by observers using a scale containing ten categories. 

These included seven assigned to various purposes and types of teacher 

talk, two to student talk., and one to silence and confusion. The occur-

rence frequencies of these categories were gt'Ouped to characterize 

"direct" and "indirect" classroom interaction patterns. 

Studying the eighth grade math classes of sixteen teachers and the 

seventh grade English-social studies classes of sixteen teachers over 

a period of two weeks,,the researchers found that constructive pupil 

14Toid., p. 103. 

1~ed Flanders, "Some Relationships .Among Teacher Influence, Pupil 
Attitudes and Achieverent," Contemporary Research on Teacher Effective-
ness, eds. Bruce Biddle and William Ellna (New York, 196~) ,pp. 196-231. 



attitudes, indirect patterns of teaching, and pupil achieverent were 

significantly related at the critical ratio P <.Ol. 

Comnunication and Teacher Effectiveness 
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There have been several studies of the relationship between spe-

cific conm.mication variables and teacher effectiveness, but only two 

appear relevant and fairly corrpetent. Ieading in this area of educa-

tional research is the study by McCoard. McCoara16 studied the rela-
\ 

tionship of three general comnunication factors and teacher effective-

ness reasured by a composite of certain desirable pupil gains which 

were developed in earlier research by L. H. Mathews. 17 McCoard's study 

was comprised of forty teachers who had been previously rated in teach-

er effectiveness by the criterion described above. Tape recordings of 

each of the selected teachers' three minute extemporaneous talk on "My 

Preparation for Teaching" and three minute reading of prose literature 

were made. Each teacher's recording was played back twice for a panel 

of twenty-two speech teachers who served as judges of the teachers' 

communication skills. The general speech factors of "general effec-

tiveness," "corrmmication of ideas," and "corrmmication of emotions" 

were rated at the conclusion of the first playback. Eleven voice-

articulation -factors were evaluated during the second playback. All 

the correlations obtained between the ratfug scores of the speech 

16william B. McCoard, "Speech Factors as Related to Teaching Effi-
ciency," Speech Monographs, XI (1944), pp. 53-65. 

171. H. Mathews, "Qualities Associated with Teaching Efficiency," 
(Doctoral dissertation, University of Wisconsin, 1939). 



judges on the prose reading and the teacher effectiveness criterion 

scores were sigpificant., positive correlations, i.e., they exceeded 
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the 5% level of significance; all but two reading subscores were high-

ly significant, and the total reading score was . 46., which is highly 

significant since it is above the 1% level. All but three of the four-

teen correlations obtained between the "speaking" scores and the cri-

terion scores were significantly positive correlations. The correla-

tion with total score was .36~ which is sigpificant at the 5% level. 

The data obtained in this study clearly indicated that a statis-

tically significant, positive correlation does exist between speech 

effectiveness and teaching efficiency. 

Ernest Henrikson18 studied the relationship amJng voice., person-

ality, and teaching ability of college instructors. One hundred and 

fifty college students were each presented with a sheet of paper di-

vided into colurrns headed respectively: name of instructor., sex., pitch 

of voice, and teacher effectiveness . The students rated their college 

instructors of the concurrent and past quarter on the item indicated 

above according to a five point forced-choice scale. Here, teaching 

effectiveness was not rreasured by student achieverr:ent but by student 

rating of perceived teacher qualities. This rrethod would appear to 

create a ''halo effect" in regard to both the speech factors and teacher 

effectiveness. As Mccoard pointed out in his study., speech ability is 

1~mest Henrikson, 11Some Relations Between Personality, Speech 
Characteristics and Teaching Effectiveness of College Teachers," Speech 
Monographs, x:-JI (September 1949), pp. 221-226. 
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more than the swn of a number of independent speech characteristics 

and evaluation of one overlaps the other. As one might expect, there 

is a positive and significant relationship among the various attri-

butes studied. Using the chi-square technique, Henrikson found great-

est relationship exists between perceived teacher effectiveness and 

personality. From this study Henrikson concluded that there is a 

positive relationship between personality, voice, and teaching ability, 

but the degree of relationship is determined in part by the sex of the 

persons doing the rating and the sex of the teacher being rated. 

Attitude IV.easure:rnent and Teacher Effectiveness 

Although there have not been any studies of interpersonal trust 

by the :rneasure:rnent technique of' the semantic differential in the area 

of teacher effectiveness, there have been attempts to rreasure general 

attitudes of students toward teachers using the semantic differential 

technique and some of the dirrensions of trust have been noted. The two 

studies reviewed here pertain to student evaluation of teachers at the 

college level. 

Husek and Wittrock19 investigated the dimensionality of attitudes 

of college students in education toward the single concept: "school 

teachers." The subjects of the study were 259 students in the intro-

ductory course of educational psychology at the University of California. 

These students evaluated the factors of 11 school teachers" on a set of 

19T. R. Husek and M. C. Wittrock, ilThe Di~nsions of Attitude 
Toward Teachers as Measured by the Semantic Differential," Journal of 
Educational Psychology, LIII (1962)~ pp. 209-213. 
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117, seven-step, bipolar scales following the procedure suggested orig-

inally by Osgood. 20 These 117 scales were selected to represent a di-

verse set of dimensions which were believed appropriate to teaching. 

The means and standard deviations for each scale were obtained, but to 

f.lacilitate factor analysis the number of scales was cut to 80 by sub-

jective elimination of items with extremely low variance or with great 

similarity to other scales in the study. 

The study of Husek and Wittrock resulted in the e:rrergence of an 

overall "evaluation" factor which seemed to define all that is related 

to ratings of goodness in school teachers and included not only scales 

:;iuch as good-bad but also scales relating to potency, activity., and 

sociability. Separate dimensions of potency, activity, and sociability 

did not develop. Restraint, tenacity, predictability and stability 

tended to establish themselves as separate di:rrensions. 

Edgar Schein and Douglas Hall21 used the semantic differential to 

establish the students' images of "good" and "poor" college teachers. 

By asking graduate students of business manage:rrent to narre and describe 

the instructors from whom they learned the n:ost and those from whom 

they learned the least, the authors developed a 36 item semantic dif-

ferential. 'Ibree clusters or dimensions evolved: co:mrmmication., compe-

tence, personal potency and comnitment to the role of teacher. Having 

20 C. E. Osgood., C. Suci, and T. Tannanbaum, IVEasurement of Mean-
ing (Urbana, 1957) • - --

21Edgar Schein and Douglas Hall, '%e Student Image of the Teach-
er," The Journal of Applied Behavioral Science, III (1967), pp. 305-
337. 
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derived these dirrensions inductively, the authors checked their relia-

bility by factor-analyzing the data and repeating the analysis on two 

new sets of ratings • The potency factor cane out unarrbiguously in all 

three analyses; the competence factor was clear in two analyses and 

present but ambiguous in the third; the commitent factor revealed a 

variety of interpersonal errotional aspects which could be,viewed either 

as a simple factor of supporti veness or as two factors-an overall per-

sonality dirrension of warmth and sincerity and an interactional dirren-

sion of liking to teach and helpfulness. From their analyses, Schein 

and Hall concluded that three basic dimensions called competence, po-

tency and supportiveness had been adequately derronstrated as character-

izing how students perceive teachers. 

Summary of Related Literature 

From a survey of the related literature, one can ascertain that 

some attempts have been ma.de to analyze the interaction and conmmica-

tion of teacher-student and their relationship to student achieverrent., 

but it is also evident that the findings are varied and inconclusive. 

The terms chosen to describe the interaction are abstract and without 
t operational definition with which further experimental study can evolve. 

The questionnaire rrethod of ratings were based consistently on original 

questions which lack both validity and reliability. The interaction 

variables were treated as static, uni-directional phenorrena. The rreasure-

ment of teacher effectiveness was based solely on either knowledg-e 

achieverrent or student work production without consideration of complete 

eucational objectives. The studies represent data from several levels 
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' of education ranging from early elementary gr-ades to college. The sub-

ject material of courses varies in the studies and as the study by 

Christensen pointed out, the subject matter being taught is an irrpor-

tant factor in measurement of teacher effectiveness. None of the stud-

ies atten:pts to explore in:portance of mutual behavior cues, but tends 

to view classroom interaction only from the student perception. Few 

generalizations can be made from these studies, but they have provided 

a basis for further research. 

McCoard's study indicated that there is a relationship between the 

comm.mication ability of the teacher and that teacher's effectiveness, 
/ 

but the term "comnunication ability" is almost as abstract and nebulous 

as "warmth" and "friendly," especially when the evaluation of co:rnrmmi-

cation was based strictly on tape recorded voices • Henrikson I s study 

suggests that college students perceive their most effective teachers 

as also being the best communicators. 

Husek, Wittrock, 'schein and Hall have indicated that the semantic 

differential scale can be an effective rreans of measuring student at-

titudes toward teachers. Although the dirrensions which evolved in 

these studies were different (primarily because the concepts were dif-

ferent) the semantic differential scale appears to be a valid and re-

liable rreasure of attitudes, especially when it is used in conjunction 

with other measuring instrurrents. 

The review of related literature indicates a legitimate framework 

for the present study. The teacher-student corrm.mication ( the dynamic, 

mutual expression and interaction of group and teacher) appears to be 
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significantly related to teacher effectiveness measured by fulfillment 

of course objectives. The related literature stipulates that the gen-

eralization obtained from the present study must be limited to the 

subject material of the speaker-audience speech comrrunication course 

at the college level. The related literature also suggests that this 

study needs to provide an operationally defined conmunication concept 

and a standardized rreans of measurerrent in order that further observa-

tion of this relationship can be made and the observable behavior pat-

terns can be established. It is hoped that f'rom the results, it may 

be possible to describe in part the concept of teacher effectiveness 

in the speaker-audience speech course. 



CHAPI'ER III 

METHOOOLOGY AND PROCEDURES 

Selection of Instrwnents for Measuring Effectiveness 

As stated in the introductory chapter, the instrurrents for rreas-

uring teacher effectiveness were selected on the basis of their capa-

bilities of ITEasuring the educational objectives of the Fundamentals 

of Speech lA, Speaker-Audience Comrmmication Course at the University 

of Kansas. The Patton Speech Content Exam was chosen as the instru-

ITEnt for measuring student achievement in lmowledg;e about the subject 

of speech comnunication and for an indication of fulfillment of the 

first and third educational objectives of the course: (1) To provide 

the student with an awareness of the functions, basic principles., ap-

plication, and issues involved in speaker audience situations.11 and 

(3) To provide the student with an awareness and appreciation of crit-

ical discrimination of logical, enDtional, and ethical thought. 

Rossillon's Speaker's Self-Concept Scale was chosen as the instrunEnt 

for measuring student attitude toward speaker-audience situations and 

for an indication of fulfillrrent of the second and fourth educational 

objectives of the course: (2) To provide the student with a positive 

attitude concerning the nature of human speech conmunication and th~ 

self-perception of the student as a communicator., (4) To aid the stu-

dent in acquiring proficiency in selections structuring., symbolizing 

and presenting ideas orally. 

The Patton Speech Content Exam was'developed in 1966 by Bobby 
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Patton, presently Assistant Chairman of the Speech and Drama Depart-

rent of The University of Kansas. The purpose of the exam's develop-

rent was the specific reasurement of speech lmowledge acquired by the 

students of Fundalrentals of Speech lA, Speaker-Audience Communication 

course at The University of Kansas. Dr. Patton solicited two tests 

that purported to reasure student lmowledge in speech communication: 

the Wisconsin Test of Speech Attainnent, developed by William Price as 

his doctoral dissertation., and the Iowa Test of Speech., utilized in 

the Iowa beginning speech program. From the 150 item Iowa Test, the 

64 item Wisconsin Test and test items used by University of Kansas 

fundamentals of speech instructors., Patton selected on face validity 

one hundred items for inclusion in his test. The items were system-

atically divided into two fifty-item fornis., Form A and Form B, con-

taining evenly distributed types of course content material. The 

tests were administered to 305 students: Form A to 123 and Form B to 

182. A typical item analysis for difficulty and discrimination was 

run and highly satisfactory difficulty and discrimination levels were 

found in 69 items. After external validity for the test items was 

provided by the instructors of funda.rrentals of speech at Kansas Uni-

versity, further refinenEnt was accomplished; the result was a sixty-

item multiple choice test. The final validity check of this instru-

rent was ma.de in Patton's dissertation when it was reported: 

A statistically significant difference at the 
.01 level of confidence, exists in the cognitive 
lmowledge of the fundamental processes of speech 
conmunication between students who have completed 



the Fundamentals of Speech Course and those who have 
not. 1 
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Since the time of its developrr:ent, the Patton Speech Content Exam has 

been used as a part of 'Ihe University of Kansas Speech I Exenption 

Exam and by instructors for part of the final test in Fundamentals of 

Speech IA, Speaker-Audience Communication course. 

For the purpose of this research and the tirr:e element involved in 

ad:rn.ll1istering the three pre and posttests within a single class ses-

sion, the Patton Speech Content Exam was abridged to thirty items. 

According to educational statisticians this number of items is suffic-

ient enough for the retention of a valid and reliable instrurr:ent. 'Ihe 

abstraction of the Patton Speech Content Exam was accomplished in a 

manner similar to that with which the test originally was developed. 

The original sixty item test was administered to 102 college speech 

students chosen at random from the student body of Peru State College. 

Using the Glock2 method of item analysis the author determined the 

difficulty and discrimination levels for each of the items. 'Ihe thirty 

selected items were within the difficulty range of .40 to .60, above 

the discrimination level of +.30, and each item chosen was subjected 

to a test of face validity by speech instructors. A copy of the test 

and rationale for each question is found in the appendices. 

1Bobby R. Patton, 11An Experimental Study of the Effects of the 
Beginning Speech Course at the University of Kansas," (Doctoral dis-
sertation, University of Kansas~ 1966), p. 122. 

' 2Stanley1 Ahmann and Marvin Glock, Evaluating Pupil Growth: 
Principles of Test and Measurement (Boston, 1967). 
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The Speaker's Self-Concept Scale was developed in 1967 by Joseph 

Rossillon as his doctoral dissertation at the Uru.versity of Southern 

Illinois. 'llie theoretical basis for this study was that attitudes play 

a major role in speech performance and effectiveness., and that an in-

dividual's attitudes are the basis for his self-concept which in turn 

plays a major role in speaking performances. According to Rossillon 

a "Speaker's Self-Concept" is the manner in which the speaker perceives 

himself as effective or ineffective in a speaking situation in regard 

to the five categories: (a) speech attitude and adjustrrent., (b) voice 

and articulation., ( c) bodily posture and action, ( d) language., and 
) 

(e) audience interest and adaptation. The Speaker's Self-Concept Scale 

is based on speech behaviors and speaker characteristics in the form 

of a forced-choice scale which rreasures speakers' concepts of their 

effectiveness as speakers. This forced-choice scale was developed by 

compiling a series of 1., 000 staterrents .from college freshmen students 

therres about speech effectiveness and ineffectiveness . These state-

ments were then adn:rinistered to 400 freshmen speech students to deter-

mine how desirable each staterrent was to the students when used to 

describe effective speakers. The sane 400 students were asked to rate 

each staterrent as it applied to the ratee. The difference in the av-

erage rating between the effective speakers was considered the dis-

crimination index for that statement. On a separate sheet., the stu-

dents in each section of the freshman speech class who had rated the 

statements, were asked to rank every student in that section in regard 

to effectiveness as a speaker. This ranking was used to determine the 
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effective speakers and the :ineffective speakers. 

From the 1,000 orig:inal statements, 160 which showed similar 
l 

desirability indices but with different discrimination indices were 

chosen. The reliability of the technique used to determine the de-

sirability indices derronstrated positive correlations of .96, .90, .90, 

. 91, and . 83 arrong the five sections. Using four split-half correla-

tions, Rossillon found positive correlations of .87~ .96, .95, and .85 

arrong the sections in regard to the discrimination indices. These 

statements were grouped into 40 tetrads with each tetrad containing 

the following staterrents: (a) One statement indicated significant dis-

crimination toward effective speakers (b) two statements indicated 

little or no discrimination between effective and ineffective speakers 

(c) one statement indicated significant discrimination toward ineffec-

tive speakers, 

This forced-choice scale of forty tetrads was administered to 100 

students in the Southern Illinois University FreshJ.ran Speech course. 

These same students were evaluated by three e:xpert critics on their 

final speech presentation. A correlation was computed between the test 

scores and the speaker ratings by the judges for the 100 students. An 

item analysis was computed and the best 20 tetrads of the forced-choice 

scale were selected. 

The 20 tetrad forced-choice scale.,, lmown as the Speaker's Self-

Concept Scale, was administered to a group of 50 students who had also 

taken the Minnesota Multiphasic Inventory during the same week. These 

50 students were also judged on a speech performance by three expert 
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critics. Correlations were then conputed between ~he Speaker's Self-
' Concept Scale and the Minnesota Multiphasic scores, and between the 

Speaker's Self-Concept Scale and the expert critics ratings. 

The correlation between the results of the forced-scale and the 

ratings of speaker performance was +.45., significant at the .01 level. 

The correlation between the Speaker's Self-Concept Scale and the Minne-

sota Multiphasic Inventory showed five positive., low corTelations. 'lb 

Rossillon the latter correlation indicated that the Speaker's Self-

Concept Scale is a personality rreasure., but it tests specific areas 

not directly related to the M.M. P. I. 

When administering the Speaker's Self-Concept Scale., the state-

rrents of the tetrads are presented in random order. Each staterrent is 

given positive or negative values which range from -3.20 to 5.38 in 

scoring value. The highest possible effectiveness score., a total of 

the significant plus(+) scores and the non-significant plus(+) scores., 

is +65. 06. The highest possible ineffectiveness score, a total of the 

significant minus(-) scores, and the non-significant minus(-) scores., 

is -67 .18. A copy of the scale and scoring key is in the appendices. 

Selection of the Instrurrent for Measurlng Trust 

Interpersonal trust as it is defined in this study is a new con-

cept and the instrunent used for rreasuring it has just recently been 

developed by Dr. Kim Giffin., Director of the Communication Research 

Center at The University of Kansas. Interpersonal trust, as it was 

defined in the introductory chapter, is an attitude acquired through 

interpersonal communication that an in.di vidual, who is risking sorrething 
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in order to obtain an uncertain, desired goal, has toward someone upon 

whom he thinks he must rely in obtaining the desired gpal.. Giffin con-

tends that the amount of trust a person has toward another person upon 

whom he is reliant in achieving the desired gpal cannot be directly 

observed; it must be measured through an introspective report of the 

person experiencing the trusto Thus, to rr.easure trust (an attitude or 

orientation) an attitude scale must be err.ployed. The instrument devel-

oped for this purpose by Giffin, is a special type of semantic differ-

ential scale, a measurement technique devised by Osgood, Suci and 

Tannaib.aun in 1957. 3 Osgood's original instrurrent included the general 

factors of nevaluation," "potency," and "activity, n but these factors 

varied in later, rr:ore specific and different research studies applying 
, 

this technique.. The semantic differential has been applied to the 

rreasurement of audience attitude toward public speaker's credibility 

or ethos by these researchers: Anderson., 4 Lambert,5 Markham,6 and 

McCroskey.7 It was .from these studies on credibility that Giffin 

3charles Osgood., George Suci and Percy Tannenbaum, The Measure-
rrent of Meaning (Urbana, Illinois, 1957). -

4Kenneth Anderson, ".An Experimental Study of the Interaction of 
Artistic and Non-Artistic Ethos in Persuasion,n (Unpublished disser-
tation, University of Wisconsin, 1961). 

5James Lambert, "Dimensions of Source Credibility," (IVI:i.meographed 
paper, 1963). 

6navid M:irkham., "Dirrensions of Source Credibility of Television 
Newscasters," (Unpublished doctoral dissertation, University of Okla-
homa., 1965). 

7Jarnes Mccroskey, nscales for the Measurement of Ethos,u Speech 
Monographs, XXXIII (1968).!i pp .. 65-72. 
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collected his original seventy-two bi-polar adjectival scales. 

Using the Darne118 IIEthod, known as the "best-worst" technique., 

Giffin subjected these seventy-two scales to two separate but similar 
I 

evaluation research studies. The results of both studies showed that 

every me of the seventy-two bi-polar items was found to be discrimin-

atory at the .01 level of confidence with the same polarity of direc-

tion. Then Giffin desigped a study involving 325 rembers of on-going 

small groups in order to collect data on the saIIE bi-polar items in 

the manner developed by Osgood, Suci., and Tannenbaum, 9 to perf'orm an 

item analysis to determine relative strength of each item and to do a 

factor-analysis to determine clusters of items or factors • Two sta-

tistical treatIIEnts were errployed: (1) t-test to determine discrimina-

tion capability of each item as described by EdwardslO and (2) factor 

analysis by the principal-axes rethod of factoring the correlation 

matrix described by Fruchter11 f'ollowed by the Kaiser va.rimax IIEthod 

of rotation described by Harrr.on.12 The t-ratio obtained on the seventy-

two items showed that all but one of the items differentiated signifi-

cantly at the • 01 level of confidence • 'Ihe principal conponents 

8Donald Darnell, "A Technique for Determining the Evaluative Dis-
crimination Capacity and Polarity of Semantic Differential Scales f'or 
Specific Concepts," (Unpublished doctoral dissertation., Michigan State 
University, 1964). 

9Charles Osgood, George Suci, and Percy Tannenbaum., l'leasureIIEnt 
of l'leaning (Urbana, Illinois, 1957) • 

lOAllen Edwards, Techniques of Attitude Scale Construction (New 
York, 1957). -

llBenjamin Fruchter, Introduction to Factor .Analysis (New York, 
r 1954). -

12Harry Hamon, Modem Factor Analysis (Chicago, 1960). 
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analysis extracted eleven factors from the 72x72 correlation matrix 

whose eigenvalues were greater than one. These eleven factors ex-

plained 62.32 per cent of the original variance of the test space. 

Using varimax rotation, Giffin reduced the eleven original factors to 

three factors which accounted for 46.50 per cent of the original var-

iance. The factor of "character" accounted for 19.68 per cent; the 

factor of "expertness" accounted for 16.65 per cent; and the factor 

of dynamism accounted for 10. 18 per cent of the original variance. 

The final revised form of Giffin' s Trust Differential ( GTD-Forrn E) 

is intended to determine an individual's introspectively reported 

trust of either another individual or of a group. This single page, 

twenty-sjven item scale with its three factors each conta.llling nine 

items based on their high capability of discrimination and high load-

ing on only one factor is intended to fulfill the following require-

ments: (1) ease of administration, (2) ease of scoring, (3) ease of 

derivation of relative values for each factor or d.inEnsion. A copy of 

the scale is in the appendices. 

Population Selection 

All nineteen sections of the regular Fundarrentals of Speech lA., 

Speaker-Audience Corrmmication Course at The University of Kansas during 

the fall serrester of 1968-69 academic year comprised the original pop-

ulation of this study; however, because of a misunderstanding, one sec-

tion did not truce part. The student population was derived from the 

official class rosters of the University as prepared by the Registrar's 

Office which assigns students to the Fundamentals of Speech lA, Speaker-
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Audience Communication Course in a random fashion using the last digit 

of the students' identification numbers. This study of eighteen class 

sections containing approximately twenty-five students each originally 

included a total of 418 students. 'Ihe instructors for these sections 

were all graduate assistants who were randomly selected for each class 

by the chairman of the funda.rrentals of speech program. A total of 

thirteen instructors took part in this study, six of whom taught two 

sections each of Fundamentals of Speech lA. 

Each class section made up an experirrEntal group. All classes were 

taught in a similar manner with all using the same syllabus and basic 

texts. All instructors attempted to fulfill the same educational ob-

jectives. Six Fundamentals of Speech lA workshops were held for the 

staff in order to compare and synchronize the teaching of these sections. 

Although the students of these sections varied in background, age, 

and sex, they all were talcing similar college courses concurTent with 

the Fundamentals of Speech 1A course. 

Study Design 

The descriptive-experimental design chosen for this study is a 

concurrent, multiple replication of what D:mald Campbell calls "The One 

Group Pretest-posttest" design. 13 This design provides a formal com-

parison of two observations and is represented as 1101 x o2• 11 The 11 x11 

represents the exposure of a group to the experimental variables, the 

13Donald Campbell, "Factors Relevant to the Validity of Experiments 
in Social Settings.," Psychological Bulletin., LIV (1957)., p. 298. 
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effects of which are to be rreasured. The "O" refers to the process of 

rreasurerrent, and the left to right dirrensions indicate temporal order. 

In this study the "O's" symbolize the Giffin Trust Scale, the Speaker's 

Self-Concept Scale, and the Patton Speech Content Exam. The "X" repre-

sents the isolated variables experienced in the taking of Fundarrentals 

of Speech lA, Speaker-Audience Communication Course. 

The design is simple in nature, but it provides the necessary 

flexibility found in rreasuring the relationships and changes of dynamic 

attitudes and behaviors. It also., when done in replication, minimizes 

the bias and maximizes the reliability of the evidence of descriptive 

studies as discussed by Selltiz., et ai.14 This design, according to 

Campbell, is a valid descriptive design if the inherent extraneous 

variables are controlled.15 

'Ille descriptive nature of this present study has as its purpose 

the determination of the frequency with which one variable is associ-

ated with others; it rejects any claim of proving causal relationship 

and, therefore, diminishes the necessity to strictly control many of 

the other variables involved., Also, the multiple replication of the 

design as found in this study adds credence to the inferred geaex>a±:i::-

zations of this research. 

The null-hypotheses of this study further control the influence 

14claire Selltiz, lY.farie Jahoda, Morton Deutsch, Stuart Cook, Re-
search Methods in Social Relations (New York, 1966), p. 50. -

15Donald Can:pbell and Julian C. Stanley, ''Experirrental ~d Quasi-
Experirrental Designs for Research on Teaching," Handbook of Research 

Teaching, ed. N. L. Gage (Chicago, 1966), p. 177. -
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of extraneous variables. With the null-hypotheses in the cases of cor-

relation and differences, the researcher can reject the null-hypothesis, 

infer that there is some degree of correlation, legitimately proceed to 

set up a confidence interval~ and predict what would happen statisti-

cally. If the null-hypotheses are not rejected, the researcher merely 

admits no significant relationship or difference.16 

Campbell warns, however, that in this design 11 • • • there are four 

or five categories of extraneous variables left uncontrolled which thus 

become rival explanations of any differences between 01 and o2 , confounded 

with the possible effect of "X" •17 'Ille first of these is the main effect 

of history, the change-producing events which may have occurred between 

the o1 and o2 in addition to the experirr:enter's "X". 

The large population randomly selected for the eighteen "One-Group 

Pretests-posttests II and the controlled curriculum of these students as-. 
sure minimization of the direct influence of the extraneous variable 

of ''history". It is difficult to conceive that "history" would affect 

the attitude results, and the achieverr:ent results are limited to 

knowledge gained in a speech class which is measured by the Patton 

Speech Content Exam, a valid test for measuring effects of speech train-

ing, specifically in Fundarrentals of Speech 1A at The University of 

Kansas. 

16Donald Ganpbell, "Factors Relevant to the Validity of Experirr:ents 
in Social Settings," Psychological Bulletin, LIV (1957), p. 298. 

17 J. P. Guilford., Fundarrental Statistics m Psychology- and Educa-
tion (New York., 1965), p. 172. 
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The second rival variable is designated as "maturation." It is a 

term used to cover all of those biological or psychological processes 

wh_ich systematically vary with the passage of time. "Maturation" is 

minimized by the short duration of the study, 18 weeks, and 'the large, 

randQmized sarrple of the study population. 

The third source of variance is that of "testing," the effect of 

the pre-test itself. To minimize this rival variable, the attempt was 

made to create a "nonreactive" environrrent during the administration 

of the tests. Subjects were told that the tests were dia.@ostic in na-

ture and would not influence instructors' attitudes toward them or 

their grade in any way. It was made clear that the instructors would 

not have access to the test information until the course was completed 

and 1he grades submitted. Attempts to alleviate the "I am a guinea pig" 

feeling on the part of the subjects was diminished in the instructions 

for administering the instrummts • Also, the Patton Speech Content 

Exam has been used in a controlled., experimental pre-post design., and 

no significant effect of the pretest upon the posttest was evident. 

No pre-post designs have been applied to Rossillon's Speaker's Self-
.. 

Concept Scale., but the author., Rossillon., reported nothing in his de-

velopment of this instrunent 'l;;hat would suggest that a testing error 

would be of any consequence. 

'Ihe two remaining uncontrolled sources of variance for this de-

sigp., "instrument decay" and 11statistical regression.," seem irrelevant 

to this particular descriptive study. The "instrurrent decay" is not a 

factor~ for the sane mimeographed objective instrurrents are employed 
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for both the pre- and post-tests. Since the study includes the total 

population of each group., the statistical regression variance is negli-

gible. 

The internal validity of the design used in this study appears not 

to offer significant wealmesses; however, the external validity limits 

the study's generalizations to the relationship of variables in the 

speaker-audience speech communication course at the college level which 

has similar educational objectives. 

Accumulation of Data 

The initial data which consisted of the pretest scores of the 

three previously described instrurrents were collected during the first 

week of fall classes~ 1968. The tests were administered by the instruc-

tors of the sections during the second class session. According to 

the instructions, a copy which can be found ill the appendices, the in-

structors adrrrmistered all three testing instruments within the same 

class session. The order in which the tests were to be given was pre-

scribed. The Giffin Trust Scale was given first, followed by the Patton 

Speech Content Exam, and Rossillon's Speaker's Self-Concept Scale was 

administered last. 

The students were asked to comply with this research, and they 

were inforrred that the tests were intended to be diagnostic with the 

purpose of instructional improve:rrent. They were told that the exam 

score would not affect their grades nor would the test results be made 

available to the instructors until after the final grades had been sub-

mitted. 
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The term:inal data consisted of the posttest scores of the three 

instrurrents. The posttest was administered during the final testing 

period. The sarre sequence was followed as was used in the pretesting 

administration. 

Statistical TreatrrEnts 

'Ihree major statistical treatments a.re used in this study: one to 

establish relationships of variables, one to determine differences be-

tween pretest and posttest sarrples, and the other to IrEasure the vari-

ance a.rrong multiple groups of data. To test the null hypothesis con-

cerning the relationships of Patton's Speech Content Exam, Rossillon's 

Speaker's Self-Concept Scale, course grade, class withdrawals, and 

trust with its dimensions of 11expertness, 11 "character," and "dynamics," 

the computation of the coefficient of correlation is used. 'Ille spe-
' cific treatment used is the Pearson's product noment coefficient for 

which the basic formula is 

Where r x y = correlation between x and y 

x = deviation of any x score from the :rrean in test x 
y = deviation of the corresponding y score from the 

IrEan in testy 
~Y = sum of all the prqducts of deviation, each x 

deviation times its corresponding y deviation 
O..hc! cry = standard devig-tions of the distribution of x 

and y scoresl 

l6J. P. Guilford., Fundamental Statistics in Psychology and Educa-
tion (New York., 1965), p. 95. - --
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The precise forrrrula used is the Pearson "r" computed from original up-

grouped data: 

fxy - N f. XY - ( fx)(iY) 

' 'Ille treatIIEnt employed to test the null hypothesis regarding the 

difference between pretest-posttest data is Fisher's "t'! ,Because the 

samp:J.~s of thi.1> s tl,ldy _?e not_ ipdependeu.t but;_ correlate_d,, the_ fo:rnu.la 

for deriving "t" directly from sum of squares is 

t:: Md 
,1 ~x:1- J 
ftJ(N-1) 

Md = IIEan of N difference of paired observations and 
xd = deviation of a difference from the IIEan of the differences18 

' 

A modification of the "t" is used in facilitating the use of the 

covariance data provided by the computer. 

In describing the variations anong categorized groups of teachers 

and students in regard to trust., the analysis of variance is used. 'Ille 

data is computed from the within - sets sum of squares by the equation 

(ss)w = \((~-,) 

Surrrna.ry 

-= t x~ 
N-K 19 

'Ille instruments chosen for obtaining the raw data of this research 

are the Patton Speech Content Exam., Rossillon's Speaker's ~-Concept 

17To1d., p. 97. 

18Toid • ., p. 184. 

19Toid., p. 271 
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Scale, and the Giffin Trust Scale. 

The population of this study is composed of eighteen sections of 

Fundarrentals of Speech lA, Speaker-Audience Co:rrmunication Course at 

The University of Kansas. 'Ibis provides a total of 418 students and 

thirteen instructors. 

The descriptive-experimental desigp used in this study is what 

Donald Canpbell describes as "The One-Group Pretest-Posttest." 

The statistical treatments include "Pearson product moment co-

efficient," "Fisher's Correlated 't' .," and 11analysis of variance." 



CHAP.IBR IT 

PRESENTATION AND .ANALYSIS OF DATA 

Experirrental Treatrents 

As stated in Chapter III on methods and procedures, three basic 

statistical treatrents were used in this study: the Pearson product 

moment coefficient to describe relationships of the variables, Fisher's 

"t" to describe the differences between two correlated variables, and 

variance analysis to describe the differences among several variables 

in special categpries. It should be reiterated here that this study 

was exploratory and descriptive in nature, and the purpose of these 

treatrents was not to establish causal relationship, but to describe 

the phenorenon of the variables involved. 

The statistical treatments , conputed and analyzed were attenpts to 

measure the relationships and variances of the variables. The two 

test score means of Rossillon's Speaker's Self-Concept Scale and the 

Patton Speech Content Exam were the variables representing the concept 

of teacher effectiveness, and the mean score of the Giffin Trust Scale 

was the variable representing the concept of interpersonal trust. How-

ever, separate conputations were made for each of the three internal 

dimensions of interpersonal trust: "character," "expertness," and 

"dynamism." Also, the final course grades were included as experimental 

variables. As the description of the experimental design in Chapter III 

indicated, duplicate administration, pre- and posttests of the instru-

ments, was acconplished; thus, data for thirteen independent, experimental 
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variables were obtajned. 

Since these treatrrents required corrposite scores to establish 

nnlltiple relationship analyses by the corrputer, the raw data fed into 

the corrputer had to be complete and there had to be corresponding 

scores for each subject on each instrument for both the pretest and 

posttest adm:inistrationsQ Because sorre subjectsv scores were incom-

plete due to absences, faulty test administration., and subjectsf re-

fusal to cooperate completely, the population san:ple for the correla-

tion and variance treatments was reduced to 334 students, eighty-four 

fewer than the original population of 418 o 

The thirteen variable scores for each of the 334 subjects that 

made up the raw data were entered into the University of Kansas Corrpu-

ter Center under a program recommended by Robert Reed, Consultant for 

the University of Kansas Bureau of Educational Research and Service .. 

The program was B.M[X)2R-Stepwise Regression Version of April 13, 1965, 

developed at Health Sciences Corrputing Facility, University of Cali-
) 

fomia at Los Angeles.1 The program was entered into the University 

of Kansas Corrputation Center for the first tirre on I)ecember 24, 1968 .. 

The corrputer program provided the grand mean and the standard deviation 

of each of the variables, a correlation matrix, and a covariance matrix 

for the thirteen variables. 

Measure:rrent of Teacher Effectiveness 

One purpose of this research was to establish, to determine its 

1w .. J .. Dixon, edit Biomedical Corrputer Programs (Berkeley, Cali-
fornia, 1967) .. 
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feasibility, and to describe a method for rreasurmg teacher effective-

ness in the beginning public speaking course at the college level. The 

two instruments chosen, Rossillon's Speaker's Self-Concept Scale and 

the Patton Speech Content Exam, appear to rreasure the fulfillrrent of 

the educational objectives for the fundarrentals of speech course., but 

their relationships and the relationship of the concepts they purport 

to reasure need to be described in regard to each other., to the final 

course grade and to the effects of the course on the students • What is 

the relationship of a student's attitude toward himself as a co:mrnunica-

tor and his knowledge about speech? Are speech attitudes and lmowledge 

separate and independently dynamic aspects of training as the educa-

tional objectives describe them? Does a student's self-concept as a 

corrrnunicator change during training., and does his' lmowledge about speech . 
increase correspondinglyi 

The Relationship Between the Student Speaker's Self-Concept and the 

Student's Knowledge of Speech Comrrunication 

1he analysis of the corrputed data indicated that the relationship 

of the in:itial Rossillon Speaker's Self-Concept Scale (SSCS) and the 

initial Patton Speech Content Exam (PSCE) was a positive correlation 

which was significant at the .01 level. The SSCS with a score range 

of -67 .18 to +65. 06 in the initial administration at the beginning of 

the course had a grand mean score of +4.097 with a standard deviation 

of 11.638; whereas, the PSCE with a score range of O to 30 in the ini-

tial administration had a grand mean score of 14.045 with a standard 

deviation of 4.430. The resulting coefficient correlation was .153 
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which was greater than the interpolated • 01 table score2 of .134. Thus, 

i~ was a statistically significant coefficient of correlation at the 

.01 leveL 

There appeared to be a significant relationship arrong the student's 

1:mowledg'e about speech, his attitude toward speech., and his attitude 

toward himself as a corrnnunicator.. Colleg;e students who knew more about 

speech tended to have a better attitude toward themselves as corrnnunica-

tors. 

, The computation of the data for the terminal SSCS and the terminal 

PSCE did not provide a coefficient of correlation that was statistically 

significant at either the .01 or .05 levels. The rrean for the terminal 

SSCS was 5.146 with a standard deviation of 11.43, and the rrean for the 

terminal PSCE was 17 .489 with a standard deviation of 4.932. The re-

sulting "r" score of .017 was less than the coefficient of .103 neces-

sary for significance at the .05 level. However, the coefficient of 

correlation for the initial SSCS and the terminal PSCE was .146 which 

was statistically significant at the .01 level, but the coefficient of 

correlation for the initial PSCE and terminal SSCS was .046 which was 

not statistically significant., 'lhe following schematic may clarify 

the observed relationships and aid in the understanding of this statis-

tical phenomenon. 

2J.. P. Guilford, Funda.m::mtal Statistics in Psychology and Edu-
cation (New York, 1965), p. 581. - -- --



TABLE I 

A SCHEMATIC OF THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SPEAKERS' SELF-

CONCEPTS AND KNOWLEDGE ABOUT SPEECH COMMUNICATION 

Initial SSCS .153 Initial PSCE 

!m .4751 
-.... 

- -~ 

Terminal SSCS ..f< - ______ .J)11 _ _ _ _ _ _ Terminal PSCE 

= statistically significant at the .01 level 

- - - = not statistically significant 
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Three explanations for this statistical phenomenon evolve. The 

first explanation for terminal absence of the relationship between speech 

lmowledge and attitude is that Rossillon' s scale., an attitude scale 1 

which resembles an aptitude test., does not appropriately measure change. 

Patton found this to be true with Knower's Speech Attitude Scale., but 

the legitimacy of this explanation is challenged by the fact that some 

aptitude tests such as the .American College Tests do measure change in 

attitude and ability; thus., the instrurrent or the method could be ques-

tionable. The second explanation is that the student's concept of him-

self as a comrrnmicator and his attitude toward speech are firmly estab-

lished and are not as readily changed as knowledge is absorbed. The 

third explanation is that the public speaking course at the University 

of Kansas does not change the student's speech attitude's., and thus., it 

does not fulfill its prescribed educational objectives. 
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It is beyond the scope of this research to deterrrrlne which ex-

planation is applicable, but this research does point out a considera-

tion which must be m1de when one uses a combination of attitude and 

mental achieverr:ent instrwrents as the criteria for rr:easuring teacher 

effectiveness. 

TABIB II 

THE RELATIONSHIP OF STUDENTS' SPEAKER'S SELF-CONCEPI' 

SCAIBS SCORES AND PATI'ON SPEECH CONTENT 

EXAM SCORES 

IVJEAN SD MEAN SD 

INITIAL SSCS 4.097 110637 <:--? INITIAL PSCE 14,045 4.429 

TERMINAL SSCS 5.146 11. 4 31 TERMINAL PSCE 17. 488 4.932 

INITIAL SSCS 4.097 11.637 TERMINAL PSCE 17.488 4.932 

TERMINAL SSCS 5.146 11. 4 31 +--t INITIAL PSCE 14.045 4.429 

"r" score needed for significance with 333 degrees of 
freedom at the .01 level= .134. 
* indicates scores significant at .01 level . 

"r" 
.153* 

.017 

.146* 

.046 

.Analysis'of the computed data warrants the rejection of the null 

hypothesis: "There is no statistically significant relationship between 

student speaker's self-concept and his knowledge about speech communi-

cation.11 However 3 the data indicates that student attitude toward him-

self as a speaker and knowledge about speech are two autonomous variables 

which develop independently of each other. 
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The 1Relationship Between Student Speaker's Self-Concept and Final 
l Grade for the Speech Course 

A study of the corrputed data revealed that there was a statistic-

ally significant relationship between students' speaker's Eelf-concept 

or attitude toward themselves as communicators and the final grade 

which they received from the speech course. 'I'his relationship existed 

lationship occurriJ:i.g at the, terminal n:easuren:ent. 'Iltls relationship 

was especially noteworthy because of the high groade nean and the small 

standard deviation. 'Ihe groades were given nurrerical value as follows: 

A=4., B=3, C-=2., D==l-., and F==O. The ·rrean grade was 2.742 with a standard 

deviation of 0.794. ,The coefficient correlations for both initial and 

terminal SSCS values were significant at the • 011 level. A student 9 s 

speech attitude was relevant to his achieverrent in a speech course, 

especially achievenent measured by the instructor's evaluation. 

TABLE III 

'lliE RELATIONSHIPS OF STUDENTS' SSCS SCORES AND FINAL 

GRADE FOR THE SPEECH COURSE 

SD MEAN SD "r" 
INITIAL SSCS 4.097 11.637 > FIN.AL GRADE 2.742 0.794 .154* 

'IERMINAL SSCS 5 .146 11. 4 31 FINAL GRADE 2 • 742 0. 794 .194 * 

"r" score needed for significance with 333 degrees of 
freedom at the .01 level - .153. 
* indicates scores significant at the • 01 level. 
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The above analysis warrants the rejection of the null hypothesis: 

11There is no significant relationship between a studentsspeaker's self-

concept and that student's final grade in the speech course." The data 

indicates that students who perceive themselves as better communicators 

and who have a positive attitude toward speech corrrrnu.nication will re-

ceive better grades in speech class. 

The Relationship Between Students' Knowledge About Speech Communication 

and Final Grade in the Speech Course 

There was a highly significant correlation between both the ini-

tial Rnd ternri.nal student knowledge about speech communication and the 

final grade in speech class. The data inferred that those students 

who initially knew rIDre about speech and those students who learned 

rIDre about speech received better grades,. This appears to be a natural 

conclusion, but it is one which is often challenged by critics of 

speech education. 

TABLE J:V 

THE RELATIONSHIP OF PATION'S SPEECH CONTENT EXAM SCORE AND 

THE STUDENT'S FINAL GRADE FOR THE SPEECH COURSE 

MEAN SD MEAN SD "r" 
INITIAL PSCE 14.045 4.429..-~-->FINAL GRADE 2,742 0.794 ,354* 

TERMINAL PSCE 17. 488 4. 932 ( >- FINAL GRADE 2. 742 0. 794 . 317* 

nrn score required for significance at the .01 level= .153. 
* indicates scores significant at the • 01 level. 
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The computed data affirms rejection of the null hypothesis: "There 

is no statistically significant relationship between a student's knowl-

edge about speech comrrnmication and that student's final grade in the 

speech course . " 

The Relationship Between the Fundalrentals of Speech Course and the -- -------=- --- -- ------ - ------ -- --
Students' (}ain in Speech Knowledge 

:ro determine_ and describe _the _relationship be.t_w_eep the _material 

taught in the fundamentals of speech course and the students' gain in 

knowledge about speech corrmmication, it was necessary to rreasure the 

students' knowledg;e at the initial point of the course and describe 

its variance from the students' knowledge at the terminal point of the 

course. The research design used was "The One Group Pretest-Posttest," 

which was described in Chapter III, and the statistical treatrrent used 

was a correlated "t" test, a modification of the basic Fisher "t" des-

cribed in Chapter III. The modified "t II facilitated the use of the 

covariance matrix provided by the corrputer programj and it diminished 

the chance of mathematical error. The specific formula was 

X 2::, 

ox - =<. cr.x.i. v 
2. \"12. 
N- I 

The computed data indicated that there was a very significant dif-

ference between the students' initial knowledge about speech communi-
-

cation and1 the students' terminal knowledge. Since Patton in his dis-

sertation diminished the concern of contamination of the pre-speech . 
content exam upon the post speech exam afier a semester's time, the 

findings here corroborated the contention that students increased their 
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knowledge about speech communication within the fundarrentals of speech 

course as the course's educational objective prescribed. The grand 

rrean score for the pretest of the Patton Speech Content Exam was 14.045 

with a standard deviation of 4 .14 3. The students I speech knowledge in-

crease raised the grand mean score on the posttest to 17.488 with a 

standard deviation of 4.932. This increase of 3.443 in mean score was 

particularly :Lmpressive when one considers the thirty-point range of 

the abridged test • The "t 11 value of this data was 15 • 816, a value 

which was significant at the , 01 level. Thus, the null hypothesis: 

"'Ihere is no significant difference between students' knowledge of 

speech before the fundamentals of public speaking course and after the 

flmdarrentals of public speaking course, 11 was rejected. 

'Ihe Relationship Between the Funda.rrentals of Speech Course and the 

Students' Change in Attitude Toward Speech Conrrrunication 

One of the purposes for teaching speech according to course ob-

jectives is to change positively the students' self-concept ofj or 

attitude toward, his ability as a comrmmicator in regard to comrmmi-

~ation adjustrrent, voice and articulation, bodily activities., language 

and audience adaptation. To determine this change., the sarre design 

and statistical treatrent that was used to determine student gain in 

knowledge was employed. 'Ille resulting data disclosed a nonsignificant 

positive change in students' speaker self-concept from initial expres-

'Sion to the terminal expression. The students had a slightly better 

attitude toward themselves as cormrunicators after the course in funda-

mentals of speech. The grand rrean score for the pretest of Rossillon' s 
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Speaker's Self-Concept Scale was 4 .097 with a standard deviation of 

11.637. This mean score, when observed from the perspective of the 

Rossillon scoring scale for the Speaker's Self-Concept Scale, which has 

a score range of -67 .18 to +65 .06, placed the average fundarrentals of 

speech student in this study very slightly above the category of being 

neither effective nor ineffective speakers (+2.08 to -2.97) and below 

the "mid effective" category of 30 .23. The posttest gr>and mean score 

for Rossillon's Speaker's Self-Concept Scale did not raise the average 

student into the Rossillon "mid effectiveness" category. The grand 

rrean score for the posttest was 5 .146 with a standard deviation of 

11.430. The variance observed in both test scores illustrated the wide 

range of student scores within the classes. 

The "t II value for the pretest and post test of the SSCS was 1. 620 

which was less than the "t" ratio of 1.968 necessary to be significant 

at the o 05 level. Data signifies acceptance of the null hypothesis: 

"There is no statistically significant difference between the initial 

student speaker's self-concept and his self-concept as a speaker at the 

terminal point of the fundamentals of speech course." 

TABLE V 

T.HE VARIATION OF THE PRETEST AND POSTIEST OFT.HE PATION SPEECH 
,, 

CONTENT EXAM AND ROSSILIDN'S SPEAKER'S SELF-CONCEPT SCALE 

PRETEST PSCE 

PRETEST SSCS 

MEAN 

14.045 

4.097 

SD MEAN SD "t" 
4 .429 t--,, POSTIBST PSCE 17 .488 4.932 15.816 

ll.637~ POSTIBST SSCS 5.146 11.430 1.620 

"t" ratio needed for sigpificance at the .05 level = 1.968; 
at the .01 level= 2.592; 

PSCE = t 15.816 2.592 Null hypothesis is rejected 
SSCS = t 1.620 1.968 Null hypothesis cannot be rejected 
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Interpersonal Trust Within.§:_ Speech Teacher and Student Relationship 

The second aspPct of the present research is to isolate, explore, 

and describe the phenomenon of the communication variable, interperson-

al trust, between college speech instructors and their students in or-

der that a subsequent paradigm can be established for describing the 

effective college speech teacher. 

Empirical observations were accomplished by the "One Group Pre-

test and Posttest" desig;n using both correlation and variance treatment 

of dataQ The instrument used to describe the presence of interpersonal 

trust was the Giffin Trust Scale. lliis instrument was administered to 

each instructor to measure his perceived trust of each of his class 

sections as a group, and to the students of each class section to .meas .... 

ure their perceived trust of their instructor. 

The Relationship of the Dimensions of Interpersonal Trust 

A computed correlation matrix revealed a significant relationship 

among the dirrensions of "character," "expertness," and "dynamism" as 

they were expressed by students in regard to their perceived inter-

personal trust for the instructors. 'Ille students who perceived in their 

instructor a high degree of character also perceived in their instruc-

tor a high degree of expertness., The mean score for "character" was 

52. 362 and the mean for "expertness" was 53. 344. These both were high 

mean scores within a possible 9-63 score range. The coefficient cor-

relations for the dimensions of "character" and "expertness" were .552 
-I 

in the pretest and .. 649 in the posttest, both highly sig;nificant at the 

.01 level. Likewise, there was a distinct relation.ship between the 
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student-perceived instructor's "dynamism" and "character." In the pre-

test, "dynami::,m" and rr character" had an "r" score of . 253 which was 

significant at the .01 level and in the posttest the "r" score was 

.309 which was even rrore significant at the .01 level. The dimension 

of "dynamism" was also notably related to the dimension of "expertness." 

The pretest "r" ratio was Q253 and the posttest nrvv was .,366., both sig-

nificant at the . 01 level. 

TABLE VI 

THE RELATIONSHIPS AMONG THE DIMENSIONS OF INTERPERSONAL TRUST 

INITIALLY PERCEIVED BY STUDENTS FDR THE INSTRUC'IDRS 

CHARACTER 

DYNAMISM 

EXPERrNESS 

MEAN SD 

52 .. 362 6. 794 EXPERTNESS 

47 .697 7 .943~ CHARACTER 

530 344 5 .. 680 ,(-----1,, DYNAMISM 

MEAN SD "r" 
530344 5.689 .552 

52.362 6.794 .253 

47.697 7.943 .253 

"r" score necessary for significance at the_ . 01 level = .134 

TABLE VII 
THE RELATIONSHIPS fil/DNG THE DIMENSIONS OF INTERPERSONAL TRUST 

TERMINALLY PERCEIVED BY THE STUDENTS FDR THE INSTRUCTOR 

MEAN SD MEAN SD "r" 

CHARAC'IBR 50.248 8.183 EXPERTNESS 52 .. 347 70112 .649 
DYNAMISM 48.194 8. 002 CHARAC'IER 50.238 80183 .. 309 
EXPERTNESS 52.347 7 .112 ~DYNAMISM 48.194 8.003 .366 

"r" score needed for significance at the .. 01 level= .134 
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r:Ihere appeared to be significant relationship among the dirrEnsions 

of the speech instructors' "character," "expertness," and "dynamism" 

as these dimensions were perceived by their students. r:Ihe dirrensions 

of "character" and "expertness" were more significantly related than 

was "dynamics" to either of the others, but all three dimensions were 

significant at .01. r:Ib.erefore, the data requires rejection of the null 

hypothesis: "There is no statistically significant relationship among 

the three dimensions of trust." 

The Dynamics of Interpersonal Trust 

In tqe observation of the dimensions of interpersonal trust, the 

element of attitude change naturally evolves. Did the students per-

ceive the speech instructor's "character," "expertness.," and "dynamism" 

differently after they had had a semester of association with him, than 

they perceived them at their :initial meeting? By using the data pro-

vided by the corrputed covariance n:atrix and the co~lated "t" test., 

an analysis of this phenomenon was made. In regard to the dimension of 

"character.," the initial grand mean score of 52.362 dropped to 50.248 

on the terminal administration. This negative change produced a "t" 

value of 4.879 which was significant at the .01 level. "Expertness" 

also dropped in mean score from the initial 53.344 to the terminal 

52.347. This drop was not as extreme, but it provided a "t" ratio of 

2.595 which was significant at the .01 level. "Dynamism's" initial 

grand mean of 48.195 dropped only .417 to 47 .698 at the terminal ad-

ministration. r:Ihis change provided a "t" value of 1.193 which was not 

significant at the • 05 level. 
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The combination of these three dimensions making up the concept 

of.interpersonal trust provided., within a score range of 27 to 189, an 

initial rnean score of 153.374 and a terminal rnean score of 150.769. 

'Ibis difference created a "t II score of 2. 807 which was significant at 

the .01 level. 

TABLE VIII 

THE VARIATION OF GIFFIN'S TRUST SCALE ON PREIBST AND POST-

TEST STUDENT ADMINISTRATIONS 

PRE'IEST MEAN SD POSTIEST MEAN SD "t II 

CHARACTER 52.362 6. 795 CHARACTER 50.248 8.183 4.879 

EXPERrNESS 53.344 5.680-f-->-EXPERTNESS 52.347 7.113 2.595 

DYNAMISM 47.697 7. 94 3~ DYNAMI~M 48.195 8.002 1.193 

TRUST 153.374 15.298~TRUST 150.769 18.422 2.807 

"t" value necessary for significance at the .01 level= 
2.592, at the .05 level= 1.908 

The analysis of the data indicated that the concept of interper-

sonal trust as it was perceived in the instructor by the students 

diminished during an association of a semester's tirne. r.Ihe students' 

attitude toward the instructor's "character" particularly changed., 

but the students appeared to change vecy little in their initial and 

terminal perceptions of their speech instructor's "dynamism." 

It nay be conjectured that new college students are initially 

awed by the prestige of the college instructors and that with associa-

tion this "fixed" prestige of college instructors diminishes and with 
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it the students ' trust . This is illustrated by the comparatively high 

mean score given initially to the instructors. 'Ihe mean GTS score of 

153 was much greater than the mean score of 126 initially expressed 

trust score of the instructors for the students of this study. 

'Ihe computed data infers rejection of the null hypothesis: "There 

is no significant difference between initial and terminal interpersonal 

trust of the speech instructor by the students." 

The Variation of the Instructor's Trust of the Class Sections Initially 

and Terminally Perceived 

Unlike the students' t~ust for the instructor which diminished 

over the semestPr's time, the instructors~ trust for the students as a 

class inc1--eased. However, the instructor's trust of the students at 

the terminal measurement had a mean score of 130.11 which was far less 

than the terminal student's trust for the instructor which had a mean 

score of 150.76. The instructor's mean score of trust of students in-

creased 3.35 between the initial and terminal measurements which pro-

vided a 11t 11 value of 0.7090, a value which was not significant at the 

.05 level. There was acceptance of the null hypothesis: "There is no 

significant difference between the initial instructor's trust of the 

students and his terminal trust of the students." 



TABLE IX 

THE VARIATION OF INSTRUCIDR'S TRUST OF STUDENTS AT INITIAL 

AND TERMINAL ADMINISTRATION OF GTS 

PRETEST MEAN SD POSTIEST MEAN SD "t" 
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TRUST 126.76 19 • 90 4-:,, TRUST 130.11 23.91. 0.7090 

*2.110 is necessary "t" for significance at the .05 level. 

From the above observations, it may be ascertained that interper-

sonal trust in a college speech classroom situation is a dynamic phe-

nomenon. Initially, students express a high degree of trust in their 

instructors, but that degree of trust d.im:mishes somewhat with associ-

ation; whereas, the instructors express a lower degree of trust in 

students initially, but that degree of trust tends to increase some-

what with association. Interpersonal trust in the classroom is dynamic 

and changes with associationo The instructors did not express the high 

degree of trust in the students which the students expressed for the 

instructors. 

The Reciprocity of Interpersonal Trust Between Instructors Students 

Along with the study ~f interpersonal trust between students and 

speech instructors, it was necessary to determine whether or not this 

phenomenon was mutually perceived or reciprocal in nature .. In order to 

statistically analyze the relationship of the perceived trust in stu-

dents as a group by the instructor, the eighteen class sections were 

divided into three arbitrary groups on the basis of the instructor's 



ratings of the class sections or student groups on the Giffin Trust 

Scale. The six class sections which received the highest ratings as 

a trusted group by the instructors made up one category. The six 

class sections which received the next highest sequence of ratings 

made up the second category. The third category was made up of the 

remaining six class sections which had received the lowest trust 

ratings by the instructors. The categories were labeled high., aver-

age and low trust groups • The statistical treatment used was vari-

ance analysis as it was described in Chapter III. The corrputer pro-

gram used was BJ.Vl[X)IV .Analysis of Variance for one way design version 

of May 4, 1965.3 
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The analysis of data obtained from the pretest indicated that there 

was no significant difference between the students' rating of their 

perceived trust for the instructor on the basis of the instructor's 

perceived trust in them. Students of the class sections which were 

rated highest by their instructors had a mean trust score of 154.70 

for their instructor. 'Ihe group of students who were rated low by 

the instructor had a mean trust score of 151.14. The analysis of 

variance of these scores provided an F ratio of 2.2993 which was not 

significant at the • 05 level. 

3w. J. Dixon, ed. Biomedical Corrputer Programs (Berkeley, Califor-
nia, 1967). 



TABLE X 

VARIANCE OF TRUST FDR INSTRUCTOR EXPRESSED INITIALLY BY STUDENTS 

IN HIGH, AVERAGE AND I.JJW TRUS'IED CLASS SECTIONS 

No. of MEAN SD F Ratio 
Students 

HIGH TRUST 120 154.90 15~27 

AVERAGE TRUST 116 154.70 14G 75 ~ 2.2993 

I.JJW 'IRUST 122 15Ll4 15.92 

Necessary F ratio at the .05 level= 3.04 
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The data obtained from the posttest indicated significant variance 

among the students' ratings of their perceived trust for the instruc-

tors in regard to the reciprocal trust e:xpressed by the instructors 

toward the students as groups~ The six class sections which received 

the highest amount of expressed trust as perceived by the instructor 

reciprocated with a perceived trust mean of 157.96 for their instruc-

tors; whereas, the average and low rated class sections reciprocated 

wi~h perceived trust rreans of 148.02 and 147a01 respectively for their 

instructorso 'Ihe analysis of variance for these scores provides an F 

ratio of 1301749 which was significant at the 901 levelo 



TABLE XI 

VARIANCE OF TRUST OF THE INSTRUCTOR EXPRESSED TERMINALLY BY THE 

STUDENTS IN HIGH., AVERAGE AND LOW TRUSTED CLASS SECTIONS 

No. of 
Students MEAN SD F Ratio 

HIGH TRUST 113 157.96 17.36 

AVERAGE TRUST 124 148.02 17087 13.1749 

IDW TRUST 121 147.01 18.60 

Necessary F ratio at the .01 level = 4.66 
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Interpersonal trust between students and college speech instruc-

tors appeared to be reciprocal after acquaintance with one another had 

been established.. The trust of the students by the instructor who in-

dicated a corrparatively high degree of trust was reciprocated by a 

high degree of trust expressed by the students within his class sec-

tion., The degree of trust reciprocation from the students diminished 

in sections taught by low and average trusting instructors. 

The above data justifies the rejection of the null hypothesis: 

"There is no significant relationship between the degree of trust ex-

pressed by the instructor for a class section and the degree of trust 

expressed by students of that class for the instructor Q n 

The Relationship of Interpersonal Trust and the Teacher Effectiveness 

Criteria 

The major purpose of this research was to observe the relationship 

between interpersonal trust and the teacher effectiveness criteria: 
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students' ga:i.n in knowledge about speech corrrnunication and students' 

positive attitude change toward speech conmmication and himself as a • 
comrrnmicator. Using "The One Group Pretest-Posttest :r::>esign" and the 

statistical treatment of the Pearson product moment coefficient, both 

initial and tenninal relationships were observed for interpersonal 

trust and the teacher effectiveness criteria. The corrputed correlation 

matrix for 334 student scores on Rossillon's Speaker's Self-Concept 

Scale, the Patton Speech Content Exam and the Giffin Trust Scale were 

used. 

The Relationship Between Student Speaker's Initial Attitude Toward Him-

self as~ Speaker, and Student Expressed Interpersonal Trust for the 

Instructor 

'Ihere appeared to be very little relationship between the students' 

attitudes toward themselves as speakers and their perceived trust for 

their instructors at the beginning of the course. The relationship, 

statistically analyzed, showed a negative and non-significant correla-

tion. The "r" value was -0.009 ...,which was far less than .120 value 

necessary for significance at the .05 level. 

Of the three trust dimensions as they were perceived in the instruc-

tors by the students, only one, "character," showed a positive relation-

ship with the student's concept of himself as a communicator. As per-

ceived by the students, the instructor's "expertness" and "dynamics" 

were negatively and non-significantly related to student speaker's self-

concept. The students' perception of the instructor's "character" was 

most closely related to the students' speaker's self-concept with a 
I 
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coefficient correlation of .40, but all three lacked being statistically 

significant . It appeare~ that the students who initially met their 

speech instructors, and who perceived themselves as sufficient communi-

cators, did not consistently nor necessarily perceive their speech in-

structor as having the characteristics worthy of the trust. 

TABLE XII 

THE RELATIONSHIP OF THE INITIAL ROSSILLON SPEAKER'S 

SELF-CONCEFT SCALE AND GIFFIN TRUST SCAIB 

TRUST 

CHARACTER 

EXPERTNESS 

DYNAMICS 

MEAN SD 

153.374 15.298~ sscs 
52.362 6.794~ sscs 
53.344 5.680 ,~ sscs 

4 7. 697 7 . 94 3 ,:----+ sscs 

MEAN SD "r" 
4.0968 11.627 -0.009 

4.0968 11.627 .040 

4.0968 11.627 - .030 

4.0968 11.627 - .023 

"r11 score needed to be significant at the .05 level= .120 

The Relationship of the Student Speaker's Terminal Attitude Toward Him-

self as_§: Speaker and Student Expressed Interpersonal Trust for the 

Instructor 

The relationship between the student's attitude toward himself as 

a speoker at the termination of the course and his percei vec'J charac-

teristics of trust in r4s instructor were positively, but not signifi-

cantly related. Trustworthiness of the instructor (as perceived by 

the student) and the student's self-concept as a speaker had a correla-

tion coefficient of .020 which was not significant at the .05 level, 
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but which was higher than the -0.009 relationship established initially 

in the speech course. In regard to the student perceived dimensions of 

trust in the instructor and their relationships with the student's 

speaker self-concept, it was noteworthy that all were positively re-

lated. Although the relationship bE;tween the dimension of "character" 

with student speaker's self-concept diminished, the relationship with 

the dimension of "expertness" increased.considerably. It was also 

interesting to note that the terminal student speaker's self-concept 

and initial student's perceived trust of' the instructor indicated an 

"r" score of' 0.082; although this was not statistically significant, it 

was the highest of the relationships arrong this group of variables. 

Apparently, the students, who after the semester of fundamentals 

of' public speaking course, indicated a high degree in speaker self-

concept, did not necessarily or consistently perceive their instruc-

tors as being highly trustworthy. 

TABLE XIII 

THE-RELATIONSHIP OF TERMINAL TRUST EXPRESSED BY THE STUDENTS FDR 
THE INSTRUC'IOR (GTS) AND STUDENT SPEAKERS'" SELF-CONCEPT OF 

COJV1MUNICATION (SSCS) 

MEAN SD MEAN SD "rll 

TRUST (GTS) 150,769 18.442~> sscs 5.146 11.431 .020 

CHARACTER 50.248 8.183-r->SSCS 5.146 11.431 .013 

EXPERTNESS 52,347 7 .113 t-> sscs 5.146 11.431 .028 

DYNAMICS 48.194 8.003t--? sscs 5.146 11.431 .008 

"r" score needed to be significant at the .05 level= .120 
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'Ihe Relationship of Student Change in Speaker Self-Concept and -- --------- - -------- ------ ---=-- --
Student Expressed Trust for the Instructor 

In order to describe the relationship between the change in stu-

dent speaker's self-concept and student's terminal trust for the in-

structor, a computed stepwise regression technique was used which pro-

vided a seven variable correlation matrix including the pre and post 

scores of the SSCS, their variation or change, and the term:mal GTS 

score. 

Analysis of the data illustrated that there is no significant 

relationship between the student's change in his speaker's self-con-

cept and his trust for his instructor after a seirester of funda.rrentals 

of public speech. The mean student change of 1.409 with a standard 

deviation of 12.057 when related with the student's terminal trust 

score provided a coefficient correlation of .089 which is not signifi-

cant. 

In order to view this relationship from another perspective,; the 

mean change in speakertself-concept was calculated on the basis of 

class sections and was related to the nean terminal trust of the in-

structor by the sections. The data was acquired by computing the mean 

student gain over a semester's time for each class section and compar-

ing it with the mean trust score for the instructor of each of these 

class sections. This procedure was appropriate since the data pertains 

to the class sections as groups of students, and it is a furtper obser-

vation of the relationship of the speaker's self attitudes change and 

the trusting climate of the classroom provided by the instructor. The 
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rrean degree of change of speaker's self-concept arrong the seventeen 

class sections was only 1. 50, but the relationship of this variable's 

change and instructor's trust of the class sections provided a coef-

ficient correlation of -.352 which with only seventeen degrees of 

freedom was not significant at the ,05 level. This finding does not 

refute the positive correlation of speaker self-concept and trust of 

instructor but indicates non-significance of the relationship between 

students' trust of the instructor upon their speaker's self-concept 

as ireasured by Rossillon's scale. 

TABLE XIV 

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN STUDENT'S CHANGE ON THE SSC~ AND THE TER!VITNAL 

STUDENT TRUST OF THE INSTRUCTOR ( GTS) 

Individual Student 
change on SSCS 

Terminal Student Trust 
of Instructor GTS 

Degrees of Freedom= 343 

MEAN 

1.409 

150.73 

Significant "r" score at • 05 level = .113 

SD 

12.057 

18.49 

"r" 

.089 

Analysis of the data shows a warrant for the acceptance of the 

null hypothesis: "There is no significant relationship between a stu-

dent's change in speakers self-concept and that student's trust for 

his instructor. " 
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'Ihe Relationship Between the Student's Initial Knowledge About Speech 

Communication and the Student's Initially Perceived Trust in His 

Speech Instructor 

Analysis of the data signified a negative and significant rela-

tionship existed between the student's initial knowledge about speech 

cormnunication and his perceived trust in his speech instructor. In 

other words, the student who had a greater knowledge of speech tended 

to express a lesser degree of perceived trust for the speech instruc-

tor, and the student who had a lesser knowledge of speech tended to 

express a gt:'eater degree of trust for the speech instructor. The co-

efficient correlation of these two variables was -0.295 which was sig-

nificant at the .01 level. 'Ihe relationships between student knowledge 

and each of the dimensions of trust were negative with two of the three 

being sigru:ficant at the .01 level. Students' expressions of the de-

gree of "character11 ap.d "expertness" perceived in their speech instruc-

tors and the students' own 1mowledge about speech prortded a coefficient 

correlation value of -.306 and -.260 respectively above the .153 score 

necessary for significance at .01. The student's perception of the 

instructor's "dynamism" was related to the student 1 s speech knowledge 

with an "r" score of -.123 which was above the .120 necessary for sig-

nificance at the • 05 level. It appeared that students who possessed a 

greater a.rmunt of knowledge about speech tended to initially perceive 

their speech instructors as being less trustworthy than students who 

had lesser speech knowledge initially perceived their speech instruc-

tors. 
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TABIB YN 

THE RELATIONSHIP OF STUDENTS' INITIAL KNOWLEDGE OF SPEECH (PSCE) AND 

STUDENTS' EXPRESSED TRUST OF THE INSTRUCTOR (GTS) 

MEAN SD MEAN SD "r" 

TRUST 153.374 15.298 <-1> PSCE 14.044 4.429 -.295 

CHARAC'IER 52.366 6. 794 PSCE 14.044 4.429 -.306 

EXPERI'NESS 53.344 5. 680 PSCE 14.044 4.429 -.260 

DYNAMICS 47.697 7. 94 3 PSCE 14.044 4.429 -.123 

.153 = significance at the .01 level 

.120 = significance at the .05 level 

The Relationship Between.§!:_ Student's Knowledge About Speech and His 

Trust of His Speech Instructor After a Sen:ester of Speech 

Again, there appeared to be a significant negative relationship 

between the student's lmowledg-e about speech and his trust of the, 

speech instructor. Students who obtained a better lmowledge of speech 

tended to perceive their instructors as less trustworthy and those who 

obtained a lesser lmowledge of speech tended to perceive their instruc-

tor as being :rrore trustworthy. Although the degree of negative rela-

tionship diminished from the initial -.295 to the terminal relation-

ship of -.155, the coefficient correlation was significant at the .01 

level. llie degree of negative relationship diminished in perceived 

trust the dimensions of "character" and "expertness" but increased in 

the "dynamism" din:ension. Of the perceived trust dimension's relation-

ships with student's speech lmowledge, only "dynamism" was significant 
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at the • 01 or even the • 05 levels. Since the data indicated that after 

the semester speech course the students' knowledge about speech signif-

icantly increased, the students' trust of the instructor significantly 

diminished, and a negative., sigpificant relationship of speech knowl-

edge and student trust of instructor occurred, it seemed that a stu-

dent's learning and his trusting of the instructors were converse in 

nature. Students who did well on the Patton Speech Content Exam were 

likely to rate their speech instructors lower on the Giffin Trust Scale. 

TABLE XVI 

THE RELATIONSHIP OF STUDENTS' 'IERMINAL KNOWLEDGE OF SPEECH (PSCE) AND 

STUDENTS' EXPRESSED TRUST FOR THE INSTRUGIDR ( GTS) 

GRAND MEAN SD GM SD "r" 

TRUST 150.769 18.422 < > PSCE 17.488 4.932 -.155 

50.248 8.184 ( I CHARACTER ). PSCE 17.488 4.932 -.119 
EXPERT.NESS 52.374 7 .112 < PSCE 17.488 4.932 -.109 
DYNAMICS 48.194 8.002 < PSCE 17.488 4.932 -.131 

.153 = significance at the .01 level 

.120 = sigpificance at tne .05 level 

The above data warrants rejection of the null hypothesis: "There is no 

significant relationship between students' speech 1mowledge or gain in 

knowledge and their trust of their speech instructor. " There exists a 

negative, significant coefficient correlation at the .01 level for 

terminal speech knowledge and student trust of instructor. 



The Relationship of Students' Gain in Knowledge and Students' Trust 

for Their Instructors 

There is no significant relationship between the student's gain 

in speech knowledge and the amount of trust that he has for his instruc-

tor. From the data obtained through a stepwise regression technique for 

a correlation matrix, it was illustrated that the mean gain for indi vid-

ual student's score of 3.458 on the Patton Speech Content Exam was not 

related to the terminal score of 150,7 on the Giffin Trust Scale. 'Ihe 

coefficient correlation for these two variables was .009 which was not 

significant at the .05 level. 

From the perspective of rrean for class sections in knowledge and 

the mean terminal trust score for each class section, there was no sig-

nificant relationship between the two variables. 'Ihe mean class section 

gain of 3.44 in speech lmowledge when related with the terminal mean 

trust score for each section provided a coefficient correlation of 

-.096 which was not significant at the .05 level. Students who obtained 

greater knowledge about speech during the course tended to trust their 

instructors less, but this inclination was neither consistent nor 

definite and very insignificant. 

TABLE XVII 
THE RELATIONSHIP OF STUDENT1S GAIN IN SCORE ON PSCE AND STUDENT'S 

TERMINAL TRUST SCORE FOR INSTRUCTOR 

MEAN SD "r" 
Individual Student Gain on PSCE 3,44 3.958 

.009 
Terminal Student Trust of Instructor Score 150.73 18.49 

Degrees of freedom= 343 
Significant 11r 11 = .113 at the .05 level 



'Ibe data shows justification for accepting the null hypothesis: 

"'Ibere is no significant relationship between the student's gain in 

speech Jmowledge and his trust of the speech instructor." 
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The Relationship of the Students' Final Speech Grade and His Trust of 

the Instructor 

There appeared to be no significant relationship between the stu-

dent's trust of the speech instructor and the student's final speech 

course grade. Students who possessed a high degree of trust of the 

instructor were not given a significantly higher grade. The "r" score 

of these two variables was an insignificant • 082. None of the dirnen-

sions of student trust for the instructor trust were close to a signifi-

cant coITelation with final course grade except the dinension of "char-

acter." 'Ihe trust dimension of students' perception of "character" of 

the instructor and student final grade had an "r" score of .103, a 

figure below the .120 necessary for significance. 

TABLE XVIII 

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN STUDENTS' TRUST OF INSTRUCIDR AND FINAL GRADE 

MEAN SD MEAN SD "r" 
TRUST 150.769 18.422 Grade 2.742 .0793 .082 

CHARACTER 50.248 8.183 < i- Grade 2.742 .0793 .103 

EXPERrNESS 52.347 7.112 i ) Grade 2.742 .0793 .031 

DYNAMICS 48.194 8.002 .. o; Grade 2.742 .0793 .058 

"r" score .120 necessary for significance at .05 level. 
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The analysis of' the data indicates acceptance of the null hypothesis : 

There is no sigpificant relationship between the student's trust of 

the instructor and that student's final grade." 

'Ihe Relationship of Student Trust of the Instructor and Class 

Withdrawals 

In order to analyze the relationship between student trust of the 

instructor and class withdrawals., an analysis of variance was computed. 

The computer program BM!X)IV- of May 4., 1965 (Health Science Computing 

Facility UCLA) was used. Two treatment groups were used: those with 

initial trust scores who did and did not receive a final course grade. 

fuere were 39 students who dropped that made up one treatment group 

and 369 students who received final grades that made up the second 

treatment group. 

Analysis of the data indicated that those students who withdrew 

f'rom the class, initially, had a significantly higher degree of trust 

of' the instructor than those who remained in class and received a 

final grade. The variance between the mean trust score for the with-

drawals, 166., and the mean trust score for the finishers, 153., pro-

vided an F ratio of 6.3796 which was significant at the .05 level. 
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TABLE XIX 

THE RELATIONSHIP OF STUDENT TRUST OF INSTRUC'IOR AND STUDENT WI'IBDRAW-

ALS FROM CLASS 

N Mean Trust Scale SD F Ratio 

Withdrawal students 39 166.05 83.46 
6.796 

Completed students 369 153.45 15.79 

F ratio 6.70 = significance at .01 level 
F ratio 3.86 = significance at .05 level 

As one can note from the table of data, the sample size and the 

standard deviation certainly restrict the generalizations that can be 

:made from this data. Also., no attempt was made to determine the rea-

sons for the withdrawals, thus, it is impossible to infer reasons for 

or categories of withdrawal types . 

However, the data available in this study justifies rejection of 

the null hypothesis: "There is no significant relationship between 

class withdrawals and student trust of the instructor. 11 

Summary 

Chapter IV was divided into three distinct sections for the ob-

servation and analysis of the relationships and variations of the 

variables of the teacher effectiveness criteria., dimensions of inter-

personal trust, and the teacher effectiveness-interpersonal trust in-

volvement • The data can best be sumnarized by the statements of the 

null hypotheses and the actions taken iri regard to them. 



NULL HYPOTHESIS I: 
(rejected) 

NULL HYPOTHESIS II: 
(rejected) 

NULL HYPOTHESIS III: 
(rejected) 

NULL HYPOTHESIS DI: 
(accepted) 

NULL HYPOTHESIS V: 
(rejected) 

NULL HYPOTHESIS VI: 
(rejected) 

NULL HYPOTHESIS VII: 
(rejected) 

NULL HYPOTHESIS VIII: 
(rejected) 

NUIL HYPOTHESIS IX: 
(rejected) 

There is no statistically significant rela-
tionship between a student speaker's self-
concept and his knowledge about speech. 
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There is no significant relationship between 
student speaker's self-concept and that stu-
dent's flllal grade in the college fundarren-
tals of public speaking course. 

There is no statistically significant rela-
tionship between a student's lmowledge about 
speech conmunication and that student's final 
grade in the fundamentals of public speaking 
course, 

There is no statistically significant differ-
ence between the initial student speaker's 
self-concept and that student's concept of 
himself as a speaker at the terminal point of 
the college course in fundarrentals of public 
speaking. 

There is no statistically significant differ-
ence between a student's knowledge about speech 
before taking the college fundamentals of pub~ 
lie speaking course and that student's knowl-
edge about speech after taking the course. 

There is no statistically significant rela-
tionship among the three dirrensions of inter-
personal trust: 11Character, 11 "Expertness," 
and "Dynamics • 11 

There is no statistically significant differ-
ence between the perceived trust ofthe in-
structor by the students at their initial 
meeting and the students trust of the speech 
instructor at the time of their terminal 
meeting. 

There is no statistically significant differ-
ence between the perceived trust of the stu-
dents as a group with class sections by the 
instructor as he perceives them at the initial 
and terminal meeting of the fundarrentals of 
public speaking course. 

There is no statistically significant rela-
tionship between the degree of trust perceived 
by an instructor for a class section and the 
reciprocal degree of trust perceived by that 
class section for that instructor. 



NULL HYPOTHESIS X: 
(accepted) 

NULL HYPOTHESIS XI: 
(accepted) 

NULL HYPOTHESIS XII: 
(rejected) 

NULL HYPOTHESIS XIII: 
(accepted) 

NULL HYPaI'.HESIS XIV: 
(accepted) 

NULL HYPOTHESIS XV: 
(accepted) 

There is no statistically significant rela-
tionship between a student's concept of him-
self as a speaker and his trust in his speech 
instructor. 

There is no statistically significant rela-
tionship between the student's change in 
speaker self-concept and his trust in his 
instructor. 

There is no statistically significant rela-
tionship between a student's trust of his 
speech instructor and that student's knowl-
edge about speech. 

There is no statistically significant rela-
tionship between the student's gain in knowl-
edge and his trust in his instructor. 

There is no statistically significant rela-
tionship between the student's trust of his 
speech instructor and that student's final 
gradeo 

There is no statistically significant rela-
tionship between the student's trust of the 
instructor and that student's withdrawal from 
class. 



' CHAPIERV 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Sumnary and Implications 

The purpose of this research has been to explore and analyze the 

means of measuring teacher effectiveness and to isolate., to identify 

and to observe a variable within the speech teacher-student relation-

ship which appeared to be relevant, in order to establish a paradigm for 

describ:ing the effective speech teacher at the college level. For dec-

ades there have been attempts to isolate., to measure, and to describe 

the characteristics of effective teaching in many academic areas at 

different levels of education, but there is a void of this type of 

studies in speech education research. This research has been eclectic 

in nature; that which appeared to be the best means of teacher effec-

tiveness measurement, and that which appeared to be the most outstand-

ing variable of teacher-student relationships were applied to a speech 

course situation where relationships could be observed and analyzed., 

and ~he applicability of measurement and description to speech educa-

tion could be determined. 

From the educational literature surveyed, several criteria for 

the measurement of teacher effectiveness evolved. The first group of 

criteria employed in rneasuring teacher effectiveness is an evaluator's 

casual perception of the "common sense" characteristics of a "good" 

teacher such as, intelligence, personality and character. These cri-

teria vary with evaluators, are unreliable and undef:inable, and are 
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associated with neither the process of teaching nor goals of teaching. 

The presage criteria for rr:easuring teacher effectiveness are frequently 

used at all levels of education today because of their expediency. A 

nndem academic approach to these criteria is the paper-and-pencil 

teacher aptitude tests which are used as a means of screening and 

certifying teachers at the secondary and elementary levels. 

The second set of criteria for measuring teacher effectiveness is 

the observation of the process. An evaluator observes a teacher in 

action and ranks or rates that teacher 'upon what he observes. These 

criteria are essential in the final analysis, but in the past these 

criteria have been unreliable, inadequate and unrelated to the goals 

of effective teaching. With these criteria the teaching process has 

been viewed as a static, unchanging and unidimensional phenorrenon. The 

characteristics that are observed are inconsistent and unrelated to 

the teacher-student performance of educational objectives. Recently, 

observation scales have been developed by Ryans, 1 Flanders, 2 Medley 

and Mitze1,3 and Weisse4 which consider both teacher and student, but 

1David Ryans, Characteristics of Teachers (Washington, D.C., 1960). 

2Ned Flanders, "Sorr:e Relationships .Am:mg Teacher Influence, Pupil 
Attitudes, and Achieverr:ent," Conterrporary Research on Teacher Effec-
tiveness~ eds. Bruce Biddle and William Ellna (New York, 1964), pp.196-
231. 

3rx:mald Medley and Harold Mitzel, "A Tentative Framework for the 
Study of Effective Teacher Behavior, 11 Journal of Experimental Educa-
tion, XXX (June 1962), p. 317. -

I 

4Edwa.rd Weisse, "A Study of the Correlation Between Teacher Ef'-
fecti veness and Pupil Attention.," (Doctoral dissertation, University 
,of Indiana., 1966). 



they appear to lack perspective, educational level and subject area 

orientation, and relationships to the goals of the teacher-student 

:interaction as prescribed by educational objectives. 

The third group of criteria for measuring teacher effectiveness 
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is based on student growth, change or gain. These criteria have been 

used very :infrequently because of the lack of appropriate measur:ing 

:instrwnents, inability to isolate effects of individual teachers and 

the impracticality of the criteria; however, it appears, at the col-

lege level at least, that the most reliable and valid means for measur-

ing teacher effe9tiveness is the measurement of student fulfillment of 

the prescribed educational objectives for the course. Only after proper 

techniques for measurement of the student's fulfillment of the course 

goals are established can an appropriate description of the effective 

teacher be completed, and only after the description of teacher effec-

tiveness is accomplished can an appropriate observation of teacher 

effectiveness be made. 

Means of describing effective teachers have included the teacher's 

personal characteristics, teaching methods, and teacher behavior,pat-

tems. 'Ihese means of describing teacher effectiveness provide insight:, 

but they are frequently unrelated t9 and unconcerned with the fulfill-

ment of educational objectives. Often they are abstract in nature and 

fail to proyide a workable perspective for describing the dynamic pro-

cess that makes a teacher effective. Several authors have suggested 

frameworks for observing the dynamic process of teaching; however, the 

framework that appears most applicable to speech teacher effectiveness 
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is the "content analysis of co:mmunication" recorrrrnended by Bales .. 5 It 

is assurr.ed that the effective teacher is one who can establish a 

teacher-student communication climate that will motivate his students 

to the fu.lfillrrent of the prescribed educational goals of the course 

being taught e In using Bales' approach, it seems feasible, first of 

all, to isolate a comnunication variable and relate it to measurement 

criteria for teacher effectiveness in order to determine the value of 

pursuing the observation of this variable in an attempt to describe the 

characteristics of the teacher and the teacher-student communication 

situations which lend themselves to teacher effectiveness .. It would 

not seem judicious to attempt observations of the complete teacher-

student communication without a specific perspective, or to experirrent 

with any communication variable until the relationship of this variable 

had been established with other teacher-student variables and rreasures 
\ 

of teacher effectivenessG 

In an attempt to establish a paradigm for describing the effec-

tive speech teacher at the college level, the immediate research sought 

to analyze the relationship of the communication variable of inter-

personal trust and the studentsv fulfillment of the speech course ob-

jectives .. 

Trust, first associated with communication variables by Aristotle, 

studied by Hovland, Deutsch and Gibb and conceptualized and measured 

by Giffin, has never been studied scientifically in regard to teacher 

s 

5Robert Bales., 11Conceptual Frarrework for Analysis of Social Inter-
action.," Journal of Experimental Education, XXX (June 1962):, p .. 3230 
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effectiveness., but has been observed in small task group interaction. 

Interpersonal trust-"an attitude acquired through interpersonal com-

nn.mication that an individual who is risking something in 9rder to 

obta1n an uncerta1n., desired goal has toward someone upon whom he 

thinks he nru.st rely in obtaining the desired goa1112-appeared appli-
' cable to the teacher-student :interaction since education is task ori-

" ented and both teacher and student are risking something., their pres-

tige. 

In the past there have been some observations ma.de of the rela-

tionship between variables similar to trust and teacher effectiveness. 
I 

Variables labeled "warmth.," "friendly interaction.," and "liking" when 

related to teacher effectiveness have provided mixed results. However., 

at the elementary and junior high levels there was. a predominantly 
r 

positive., siglificant relationship. None of the studies viewed their 

variables as mutual dynamic interaction or teacher and student., but 

only from the perspective of the students toward the teacher at a 

gtven time. The variables studied lacked operational definitions., con-

sistency or criteria and con:patible procedures. The exploratory and' 

descriptive teacher eff'.~_cti veness research at the college level in the 

area of speecll seemed essent,ial; thus a warrant ror the inmadiate study 

was established. For this study., nineteen sections or Fundamentals of 

Speech lA., Speaker-Audience Communication Course at The University of 
I 

Kansas were chosen as the population. This population provided excellent 

6Kim Girfin., "Interpersonal Trust in Small-Group Communication.," 
Quarterly Joumal of Speech.,LIII (October 1967)., p. 229. 
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controls since all class sections represented a randomly selected pop-

ulation with similar objectives., reading materials and syllabus. A . 
total of 418 students and thirteen instructors took pa.rt in the study. , 

'Ille teacher effectiveness rreasurerrent criteria were based on the 

students' fulfillrrent of the prescribed educational objectives of the 

Fundamentals of Speech lA., Speaker-Audience Communication Course. The 

four broad objectives of the course were to provide students with a 

knowledge about speech., an appreciation of speech communication., a pro-

ficiency in oral expression and a positive attitude about themselves 

as communicators. Rossillon 1s Speaker Self-Concept Scale was chosen 

as the instrument purporting to :rreasure attitude and proficiency, and 

the Patton Speech Content Exam (abridged) was the instrument chosen to 

rreasure knowledge and appreciation. 'Ihe Giffin Trust Scale was chosen 

to measure the communication variable of interpersonal trust. The 

descriptive-experirrental design used was what Can:pbell describes as 

"One Group Pretest-Posttest." The design is very sinple in nature but 

suffices in observing dynamic., · reciprocal relationships. The statis-

tical treatrrents of Pearson's product-mrrent coefficient., Fisher's "t" 
I 

and the analysis of variance were en:ployed. 

On the basis of the data supplied by this study it is evident 

that students' gains and changes in regard to the fulfillment of course 

objectives are feasible rreans for rreasuring teacher effectiveness. This 

observation concurs with the opinions of numerous educational research-

ers rrentioned in the introductory chapter and is substantiated by the 

following infor.rration. 'Ihe student speaker's self-attitude toward com-

munication and his knowledge about speech both were found to be 
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significantly related to final grades which reflect the instructor's 

evaluation of each student's fulfillrrent of the course objectives. _ 

Terminal student speakersself attitude and final grade relationship 

established an 11r" score of .194 which was significant at the .01 

level. The relationship between speaker lmowledge and final grade was 

very significant with a coefficient correlation of a354 for the initial 

administration and • 317 for the terminal adrmnistration, which is far 

above .. 153 necessary for significance at the o 01 level o The importance 

of this relationship is magnified somewhat when consideration of grade 

mean distribution is made o Within the five point grade range provided 

by The University of Kansas grading system, the irean was 20742 with a 

standard deviation of • 794. Thus, approximately 95 per cent of the 

students who took speech lA received grades between D+ and A with the 

mode of the distribution located around the grade of B. This small 

grade range and distribution made correlations rrore difficult to obtajn 

with other variables and thus they are particularly significant., , 

The feasibility of using the students' fulfillrrent of course ob-

jectives as the rreasurement of teacher effectiveness is further sup-

ported by the established relationship of the ireasu.res and the independ-

ence of their change over a seirester's tirre. Initially, the student's 

concept of himself as a speaker was significantly related to his lmowl-

edge of speech; this relationship provided a coefficient correlation of 

.153 which was significant at the g 01 level. At the end of the serrester 

that correlation was hardly in existence; lmowledge and self attitude 

provided an "r" score of .017., which was not significant at the .05 
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level. The statistical reason for this phenorenon was that the stu-
' dent's gain in speech knowledge over the serester was out of propor-

tion with the student's change in attitude. The achieverrent of 3.443 
' 

Irean gain .from the initial score of 14. 045 to the terminal score of 

17.488 in speech knowledge far surpassed the 1.049 change in speakers 

self-concept score from the initial 4.097 to the terminal 5.146. The 

gain in Jmowledge was particularly significant since the gain was made 

within a score range of 30 points and the final standard deviatiqn of 

4.932; whereas the 1.049 change in student speaker self-concept was 

within a score range of 122 points and the terminal score had a stand-

ard deviation of 11.431. 

Since teacher effectiveness is an abstract concept which relies 

on the scores of instruments that reasure student growth and change ' 

for its-meaning., the instruments used for this purpose need to be eval-

uated. The Patton Speech Content Exam (abridged) appears to have the 

reliability and discrimination capabilities necessary for reasuring 

teacher effectiveness among instructors of various class sections. The 

resuits of the thirty-item abstracted test used in this study compare? 

favorably with the original sixty-item test results. In this study., 

students who had not yet participated in a college speech course 

achieved a rean score of 14.04 which represents about 50% of the total 

possible score; whereas., in 1966 at The _University of Kansas., Patton I s 

results from similar students showed a rean score of' 30.38 on his 

original sixty-item test which also represented approxima.tely-50% of 

the total possible score. The abridged test appears to be valid in 

measuring what the speech course purports to teach and to be capable 
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of discriminating the degree of learning among the class sections. The 

mean gain of 3.443 in scores between the initial and terminal adminis-

trations of the test sigpified its validity. Its discriminatory cap-

abilities were verified by analysis of the pretest and posttest for 

each section ranged from • 04 in one class to 5 . 69 in another. The grand 

rrean gain among the class sections was 3.44 with a standard deviation 

of 1.45. Here is strong evidence to support the possibility that the 

Patton Speech Content Exam is capable of measuring the student's 

achievement sufficiently enough to reflect teacher effectiveness. 

Sorre questions arise in regard to the capabilities of Rossillon's 

Speaker Self-Concept Scale to rreasure student change and t~acher effec-

tiveness. The Rossillon scale with its score range of over 122 points 

appeared not to be capable of measUTiing change in a pretest-posttest 

desigp. Within the score range of -67.19 to +65.06 the rr:ean scores for 

the University of Kansas students were 4.097 on the pretest and 5.146 

on the posttest, which were not sigpificantly different. Neither of 

these scores, according to Rossillon, represents the "mid effective 

speaker" which is indicated by a score of +30. The range of student 
' 

scores within each class section provided a grand rr:ean range of 42. 746 

on the pretest and 40.830 on the posttest. The difference between the 

highest and lowest scores in each section was over forty points. In 

one class section chosen at random to illustrate the spread in SSCS 

scores, the lowest score on the pretest was -21.57 and the highest 

score was +25,91. In the sa:rre section on the posttest the lowest score 

was -15.18 and the highest was 22.07. Neither of the posttest scores 

belonged to the high and low scoring students on the pretest. The 
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variations of scores among students within the same sections and be-

tween the pretest and posttest administration were extreme. 

There was considerable student reaction to the taldng of the 

Speaker's Self-Concept Scale, which suggests the possibility of an 

experimental error of "reactive influence. " Several of the students 

expressed resentment about having to answer some of the "self-incrimin-

ating" questions. Of the three instruments used, there were far more 

unusable responses on the SSCS than on the other instruirents. -- ' 
Perhaps the observation which best exemplifies the reliability 

and discrirn:mation capabilities of the SSCS in measuring teacher effec-
, --
tiveness is the analysis of the mean change of a class section between 

the pretest and posttest administrations. The mean change witmn the 

class sections varied from -2.32 to +9.28. 'Ihe grand mean of chang,Bs 

among the class sections was 0.212. The data raises doubt about the 

capability of the Rossillon scale to discrirn:mate accurately enough to 
' be of value in teacher effectiveness studies where differentiation 

a.IIDng class sections is necessary. 

It should be pointed out that the original purpose of the Rossillon 

scale is to measure individual speech aptitude and potential speaker 

effectiveness. It purports to accomplish this feat by measuring atti-

tudes which supposedly reflect aptitude and ability. The major problem 

with its usage in this study was in obtaining reliability within a "One 

Group Pretest-Posttest Design." In the vast majority of the teacher 

effectiveness studies which have treated attitude as only a terminal 

phenomenon, the Rossillon type scale would suffice. The terminal SSCS 

score was significantly related to achievement and final course grade. 
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The scale was chosen because it appeared to be the best available meas-

urement for the prescribed purpose. Other scales which purport to meas-
' / 

ure similar concepts or objectives lack tested reliability and validity; 

Patton created substantial doubt about the Knower Speech Attitude Scale 

in 1966. 'Ille present study points out the difficulty in obtaining suf-

ficient reliability in an aptitude instrument to warrant generaliza-

tions about a group of tested individuals. 

'Ille data from this study provided sorre insight into the phenorrenon 

of the corrm.mication variable of interpersonaJ. trust as it exists in a 

college level public speaking course. Interpersonal trust was identified 

through three dimensions: "character," "expertness," and "dynamism." 

The study sought to observe the relationship arrong the dimensions 

by measuring them with the Giffin Trust Scale at pre and post adminis-

trations. The three dimensions wer~ all signif~cantly related to one 

another., but the dimensions of "character" and "expertness" produced a 

mu,c,h higher correlation. Initially, "character" and "expertness" pro-

duced an "r" score of .552; whereas., the relationship of "dynami9m" and 

"character" produced an 11r 11 score of .253, as did the relationship of 

"dynamism"and 11.expertness. 11 After a seIIEster of association with the 

instructor, the students' perceptions of the instructors' "Character" 

and "expertness" were still very significantly related as the coeffic-

ient of correlation was .649; whereas, "dynamism11 was related to "char-

acter" and "expertness" with an "rn score of ,309 and .366 respectively. 

From this information it appears that students perceive their instructors' 

"character" (including respect., kindness., honesty, etc.) very similar to 

the way that they perceived their "expertness 11 (including their scholar-
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ship, knowledge, :intelligence, etc.). The dimension of uDynamism11 

(includ:ing the perception of the instructors' aggressiveness, bold-

ness, frankness., etc. ) appeared to be more independently perce~ ved; yet, 

it was significantly related to both "Character11 and 11Expertness. 11 

The above observation substantiates what Giffin found in his fac-

tor analysis of adjectival scales in the experirrental developrrent of 

his trust scale.7 The dimensions are significantly related to one 

another; but, they are independent in nature. The dimension of "Dynam-

ism" appears to be more stable as well as more mdependent than either 

11 Character11 or "Expertness •11 The observation also coincides with 

McCroskey's findings as these dirrensions were studied in regard to his 

unidirectional speaker-a~dience research studies. 8 

The data indicate that interpersonal trust is dynamic. There was 

a significant negative variation from the initial trust of the instruc-

tors by the students and the terminal trust of the instructors by the 

students. The dirrension of "Character" diminished most with a "t" score 

of -4.879 between pre and post administrations of the Giffin Trust 

Scale. The pre and post expressions of perceived :instructor's "Expert-

ness11 varied enough to produce a "t" score of -2.595, Both of these 

differences were significant at the . 01 level. "Dynamism11 varied the 

least between initial and terminal rreasures and the variation was 

7Kim Giffin, "An Experimental Evaluation of the Trust Differential, 11 

Communication Research Bulletin, Kansas University (October 1968). 
8James Mccroskey, An Introduction to Rhetorical Corrrrnunication (New 

York, 1968); p. 60. 
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positive. The "t" score of 1.193 was significant at the .05 level. The 

combined dirrensions, conceptualized as trust, varied from pre to post 

administrations to provide a "t" score of -2.807 which was significant 

at the ,. 01 level.. The dynamic nature of the dimensions of trust in this 

study corresponds with that of similar variables observed in ethos 

research., 

The dynamic phenomenon of interpersonal trust of the instructor by 

the students changed in a negative fashion during the semester G This 

change in the direction of reduction of trust implied one basic explan-

ation: college students who n:Et college instructors for the first time 

were awed by their preconceived prestige of the college instructor .. 

This explanation is supported.by the circumstances of the study: col-

lege freshman students having their first contact with college_instruc-

tors in the fall of the year. This explanation is further supported 

by the observation of the trust scores. Although there are no standard-

ized levels for high and low trust for the Giffin Trust Scale, it 

appears that the rrean trust score of 153 for the students' perceived 

trust of the instructors on a scale of a possible 181 was very high., 

The rrean score for the tinstructors' perceived trust of the students in 

thls study was 126 on the Giffin Trust Scale. In another study done at 

Peru State College using the Giffin Trust Scale as a measuring instru-

ment, a mean score of 134 was obtained for student speakers as they were 

perceived by sixty-four fellow students.. In comparison with the above 

two m2ans, the freshman students at the University of Kansas expressed 

a high degree of trust in their instructors. This explanation is also 

supported by the observation of the extrerre negative variation of the 
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posttest and pretest dimensions of "character" and "expertness" which, 

apparently are elements of preconceived pre~tige or "fixed ethos" fac-

tors; on the other hand, comparatively less variation which was posi-

tive in nature was found in the posttest and pretest "dynamism," a 

dimension which appears least related to "fixed ethos." 

The instructor's trust of the students appeared less dynamic and 

less in degree than was the student's trust of the instructors, but the 

variation of the terminal from the initial expression was positive in 

nature. The variation from the initial mean score of 126. 76 to the 

terminal mean score of 130.11 provided a "t" score of 0.709 which was 

non significant at the • 05 level. Apparently instructors perceive their 

students with less trust than do the students perceive their instruc-
' tors, but the less dynamic trust of the students by the instructors 

progresses in a positive direction as acquaintance of instructors 

and students develops. 

Interpersonal trust between instructors and students appe~d to 

be reciprocal after a semester of teacher-student association. Ini-

tially, the degree of trust expressed by the students in a particular 

class section toward their instructor was unrelated to the degree of 

trust expressed by the instructor for the students in that particular 

section. The "F11 ratio for student trust scores in sections taught by 

"high.," "average" and "low" student-trusting instructors was 2.299 which 

was not significant. However, at the terminal administration of the 

trust scale, a significant variance was observed among the grouped 

sections of "high," "average" and "low" student-trusting instructors. 
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1r1structors who expressed a high degree of trust in their students were 

reciprocated with a comparatively high degree of student trust,of them. 

The nF" \ratio of 13 .17 4 was derived, which was significant at the • 01 

level. 

This observation of reciprocal interpersonal trust between in-

structor and students corresponds with the observations made by Jack 

Gibb9 and Morton Deutsch •10 Both of these researchers found that in-

terpersonal trust increased when the persons involved communicated their 

intentions of reciprocating trust G 

The unique finding of the present study was the variation in the 

degree of reciprocal student trust for the instructor in relationship 

to the degree of trust of the, student expressed by the instructor.. The 

greater the expressed trust by the instructor., the greater the degree 

of reciprocated student trust was developed.. Those instructors who 

expressed "average" or "low" trust for their students were recipro-

cated with very similar degrees of student trust.. The rrean student 

trust-of-instructor scores for the "low" and "average" student trust-

of-instructor were 147 and 148 respectively .. The rrean student trust-

of-instructor score for the "high" student-trusting instructor was 

157.9., It appears that "high" trust is highly reciprocated; whereas., 

9Jack Gibb., nc11mate for Trust Formation" in T-Group Theory and 
Laboratory Method: Innovation in Re-education., eds7°Leland Bradford., 
Jack Gibb, and Kenneth Benne (New York, 1964)., PPe 279-309. 

10Morton Deutsch., "Trust and Suspicion," Journal of Conflict 
Resolution, II (1958)., pp. 265-2790 -
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"average" and "low" trust are hardly distinguishable in reciprocity. 

The data of this study indicated no significant relationship be-

tween the student speaker's self-concept and his trust in his speech 

instructor. Initially, those students who displayed a positive degree 

of speaker's self-concept showed in comparison a lesser degree of trust 

for their instructors, but the relationship of the degrees was not 

significant& The initial relationship of these two variables was des-

cribed by a coefficient correlation of -0~0090 The relationship between 

the student speaker's self-concept score and his trust score of his 

instructor became positive at the terminal rreasurement, but it was a 

non significant relationship., The "r" score of the two variables was 

0020 which is not statistically significant at the 005 levelo 

As one may expect from the above information, there was no signifi-

cant relationship between the degree of change in the students speaker's 

self-concept (from both the individual and section perspectives) and 

the degree of terminal trust for the instructor., The coefficient cor-

relation for speake:rtself-concept change and terminal student trust of 

the instructor was .,089 which is rm gignificant at the .. 05 leveL 

Analysis of the data showed a negative and significant relation-

ship between the student's knowledge about speech and his trust of his 

speech instructor .. Those students who lmew more about speech tended to 

trust the instructor lesso In the initial administration of the instru-

ments, there was a coefficient correlation of - .. 295 for these two var-

iables .. This correlation decreased at the terminal administration to 

- .. 155, but this ratio was still significant at the .,01 leveL 
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The present study indicates that those students who have a better 

speakers self-concept and a better knowledge about speech have less 

trust m their instructors. This finding suggests that those students 

who possess lmowledge of speech, experience in public speaking, and 

confidence in themselves tend to need less help in obtaining their 

goals and also express less trust in their instructors. Giffin has 

indicated that the degree of interpersonal trust present in a group 

will vary according to the importance of the task involved and the im-

portance of each rrember of the group in accon:plishing the task •11 

The relationship of the gain in student lmowledg;e and the degree 

of terminal student trus~ of the instructor provided a correlation co-

efficient of .009 which was nonsignificant at the ~05 levelo Students 

who learned rrore about speech did not necessarily nor consistently ex-

press a corr:paratively high degree of trust in the speech instructor .. 

No significant relationship existed between a student's change in 

his speaker's self-concept over the serrester and his terminal trust 

for his instructor. The coefficient correlation for student speaker 

attitude ,change, with a change mean of 1. 409., and trust of the instruc-

tor was .. 0 89 .. The minute change mean must be considered in g;eneraliz-

ing about these findings; however., the data clearly indicated no sig-

nificant relationship between a student's gain in knowl~dge and/or 

change in speech attitude., and his trust for his instructor at the end 

of the semestero 

11Kim Giffm, "Interpersonal Trust in Small-Group Corrmmication, 11 

University of Kansas Communication Research Bulletin (Jlll1.e 1966)., 
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There was very little positive relationship between the student's 

final speech grade and the degree of trust that the student perceives 

in his instructor. The coefficient correlation of .082 was not sig-

nificant at the q 05 level o 

This study also illustrated a relationship between the jpitial 

student trust of the speech instructor and student withdrawal from 

class. Students who withdrew from speech class before the completion 

of the speech course initially held a higher degree of trust for the 

:instructor than did those students who completed the coursee The anal-

ysis of variance of these two variables provided an nF" ratio of 

6. 796 which is significant at the .01 level. However., this degree of 

variance is diminished in significance when sample sizes are observed 

and the possible reasons for withdrawal are considered. It also 

possible that for the withdrawal-student, the degree of trust was very 

rapidly reduced. Perhaps, the withdrawal-students v trust reduced rrore 

rapidly than the trust of those who remained in the classo 

Conclusion 

From a study such as this which is exploratory and descriptive 

in nature, some generalizations can be developed to act as guides for 

further research in the area. From the vast survey of related litera-

ture on teaching ef'fectiveness and the fJ.ndings of this study, there 

is a definite indication that a teacher's effectiveness is best ~as-

ured by his students' gains and changes in regard to the prescribed 

educational objectiveso This imrr:ediate research supports the cont~ntion 
( 

of an eminent researcher in higher education, W. J. McKeachie, who has 



recently written: 
I 

The ultimate criteria of effective teaching are changed 
in students in the direction of the goals of higher 
education. Thus research on college teaching begins 
with the consideration of institutional objectives 
and, the goals of the courses .12 
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It is apparent that the Patton Speech Content Exam (abridg;ed) is 

a valid and reliable instrument for measuring student achievement in 

speech knowledge, and it is discriminating enough to be used as partial 

criteria in measuring speech teacher effectiveness at the colleg;e fund-

amentals of public speaking level. 

The observation of the data in this study does not waITant the 

use of Rossillon's Speaker's Self-Concept Scale as pa.rt of the measure-

ment criteria for speech teacher effectiveness. It purports to rreasure 

what is needed to be measured for determining speech teacher effective-

ness, but its reliability and discrimination capabilities raised ques-

tions in this pretest and posttest designed study. This observation 

does cause a dilemma for researchers interested in doing further study 

in teacher effectiveness since the Rossillon scale appears to be the 

best available instrument for measuring two of the fundan:entals of 

public speaking course objectives. 

'Ihe co:rmrunication variable of interpersonal trust with its di-

mensions of "character," "expertness," and "dynamism" is obseryable 

in the teacher-student relationship. It appeared to be dynamic and re-

ciprocal in nature. The trust dimensions appeared to be closely related 

12w. J. McKeachie, "Procedures and Techniques of Teaching: A Sur-
vey of E:xperimental Studies," The .furerican College., ed. Nevitt Sanford 
(New York, 1962). -
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to each other, but they were independently perceived and independently 

potent. This was especially true of the dimension of "dynamism" as it 

was perceived in the instructors by the students. 

Although interpersonal trust is a part of the teacher-student re-

lationship in corrrnunication, it is very possible that this communication 

variable will not suffice as a perspective from which speech teacher 

effectiveness can be identified or described~ at least at the college 

freshman level, with the variables observed and the instrurrents used 

in this study. In this immediate research, there was no observation of 

interpersonal trust being related positively with any criterion that 

measured student achievement or change. No relationship existed between 

trust and the final grades, between trust and gain in lmowledg;e, be-

tween trust and speaker's self-concept, or between trust and class 

withdrawals • It appears that the student's perceived trust of his in-

structor has very little relationship with or effect on what that stu-

dent accomplishes in the fulfillment of the course's educational ob-

jectives. 

The above observation has many philosophical ramifications in re-

gard to the instructor and his role in student learning and in regard 

to the rredia which best stinulates the student to the fulfillment of 

the course objectives. It appears that the significance of the human 

element, the mutual effort, and the communication interaction of the 

teaching-learning situation has been diminished in this study. Although 

the statistical relationships and variations do not represent the entire -

process, the data provided by this study do not support the contention 

that a significant positive relationship between a student's achieverent 
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and speech attitude change and his trusting attitude toward his in-

structor; one must raise s.erious questions concerning the proposition 

that interpersonal trust seriously influences student achieve:rrent pnd 

attitude change. Theoretically, when the significance of a basic var-

iable of conm.mication, trust, is in doubt, there is warrant toques-

tion the significance of the entire communication process. Perhaps, 

the teacher-student relationship is not significantly task oriented. 

Or perhaps, as Marshall McLuhan might observe, the personal interaction 

of the instructor and the student is not the preferable :rredia for 

teaching speech at the college freshman level. Perhaps prograrnrred 

reading, leaderless student group interaction., and/or educational 

television are better rredia for teaching speech. 

Unfortunately, this study supplies few answers and raises more 

questions about the role of the speech instructors of the college fund-

amentals of speech course. But, these questions need to be raised when 

evaluation of instructors' teaching effectiveness is made without 

standard measurement criteria or rreans of describing the effective 

speech teacher. 

This study certainly raises questions about the validity of the 

teacher-student interaction analysis currently used in describing 

teacher effectiveness and as a guideline for student-teacher training. 

The teacher-student observation schedules, such as those developed by 

Flanders, Medley, Hedlund., and Ryans purport to describe teacher effec-

tiveness by noting the communication patterns which have not as yet, 

been shown to be related to student gain and change. The present 

study raised considerable doubt about the significance of teacher-
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student corrrrrunication climates, so often applauded in the literature 
( 

on teacher effectiveness, especially at the college freshman level in 

the area of fundamentals of public speaking. 

The present study was limited in scope, but from the data de-

rived, it can be stated that the effective instructor of fundamentals 

of public speaking at the college level is not necessarily nor con-

sistently one who is capable of establishing a trusting student attitude 

or a mutually supportive classroom comrm.mication climate. 

Reco11111Bndations 

It is evident that a void exists in speech education research and 

that void is in the area of teacher effectiveness. There is a need to 

identify, to describe, to measure and to understand what makes a teacher 

of speech effective. This research needs to be done specifically in 

speech education for the teaching of speech is a unique process. In 

very few other courses are theory and practice associated in the sarre 

immediate rranner as they are 1n the teaching of public speaking. Few 

teachers in other areas are required to be trainer, critic, and judge 

so instanteously. 

The present study has explored the use of two rreasuring instru-

rrents for determining student achievement and change as the criteria 

for teacher effectiveness. Of these two the Patton Content Exam ap-

pears to rreet necessary standards~ but RossillonYs Speaker Self-Con-

cept Scale seems to require sonE rrodification in order to suffice as a 

rreasure of teacher effectiveness. Research is needed to develop a 

scale that will measure what the Rossillon scale purports to measure, 
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but one which is precise, accurate and reliable enough to distinguish 

change and discriminate among students and class sections changes. Re-

search that develops this speech aptitude test would be of very great 

value to speech education and is a necessity in speech teacher effec-

tiveness research. 

Although it appears that the communication variable of interper-

sonal trust has little significant relationship or effect on teacher 

effectiveness, further exploratory research on isolated cornmunication 

variables and their relationships with students I fulfillment of educa-

tional and course objectives is necessary. Questions such as the fol-

lowing need to be answered. What is the relationship of perceived in-

structorrs organization and teacher effectiveness? What is the rela-

tionship of student perceived instructor's verbal facilities and 

teacher effectiveness? What is the relationship of student perceived 

instructor's physical presentation of material and teacher effective-

ness? 

The significance of the relationship posited in the last question 

has been suggested by the findings of the present study in regard to 

the trust dirr:ension of "dynamism." Indications are that the instruc-

tor's dynamism in communication has some,influence upon his effective-

ness as an instructor. 

It seems reasonable to assume that what is true of college speech 

courses is not necessarily or consistently true of high school speech 

courses; thus, the communication variable of interpersonal trust could 

have a significant relationship with speech teacher effectiveness at 

the high school level and the possibility warrants exploration. 
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At the college level where a lack of relationship between the 

personal corrmmication variable of interpersonal trust and teaching 

effectiveness appeared, there is a need for research in conparing,the 

effectiveness of IIEdia such as educational television or programrred 

reading with the person-to-person IIEthod of teaching speech. 

It appears that if personal teacher-student relationships play a 

significant role in the student's fulfillrrent of prescribed education-

al objectives, and if there are such people as effective speech teach-

ers at the college level, then the identification and description of 

those people mu.st lie within the interpersonal communication of those 

people and their students. The effective speech teacher mu.st be one who 

can provide corrmmication situations which nntivate student IJEntal 

achievement and attitude change in regard to educational objectives. 

For it is the medium., the interpersonal communication, that primarily 

distinguishes between the television~ the film,.or the textbook and 

the personal contact of the teacher. What needs to be acconplished 

through research is the finding of a valid perspective from which the 

teacher-student communication situations can be observed and analyzed. 
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INSTRUCTIONS ID INSTRUC'IDRS 

Please adhere to these instructions very closely; the study you save 
may be mine. 

1. Inform students that these exams serve two purposes: (a) they are in-
tended to help the student develop a concept of the instruction in 
Speech lA, and (b) they are diagnostic with the intention of instruc-
tional improverrent. The exams wi],.l not affect the students' grades for 
they will not be scored by the instructor. The group results will not 
be made available to the instructor until after the final grade has 

' been issued, nor will the individual student's result ever be made 
available to the instructor. 

2. Distribute the 11G.T.D. 1t and ask the students to be certain that their 
names or student numbers, the instructor's name, and the section are 
written where they are designated. 

3. Read the instructions on the cover of "G.T.D." with the class and pro-
vide your name (perhaps you can write it on the chalk board) as the 
concept being evaluated. Ask them to write your narre on the line at 
the top and center of the scale. [Will the instructors also please do 
a scale with the particular section as the concept being rated on the 
extra enclosed scale.] 

4. Collect "G.T.D. n scales and inmediately place into envelope without 
scrutiny. Distribute "Patton Speech lA exam. 11 Inform students of the 
enclosed answer sheet 'and ask them to place their narre or student number 
and their instructor's name where they are designated; the section 
number should be placed where 11grade or class" is indicated. (NOTE 
that the items on the score sheet progress from the left to the right 
of the page and not from top to bottom.) 

5. Have students replace score sheet in test booklet when finished. Take 
up booklets and score sheets and return them to the envelope without 
scrutiny. 

6. Distribute "Speaker's Self-Concept Scale." Have students fill in narre!J 
instructor's name, and section blanks. Read aloud the instructions on 
the cover page of the "SS-CS. 11 When students are finished please take 
up the scales and put them into the envelope. 

7. Return the envelope of materials to Paul Page as soon as possible. 

Thank you very much for your cooperation. 
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GID--Form E (For Individuals or Groups) 

The purpose of this questionnajre is to determine your attitude toward a 
specific other person or the members of a specified gr:oup. Fill out all of 
the following items with this one person or gr:oup in mind (as instructed 
by the person in charge) . 

On the following pages you will find a series of bipolar scales • You are 
to describe the person (or group) in terms of intervals on these scales. 
Please make your responses in terms of what these scales mean to you. 

Here is how you are to use these scales: 

If you feel that the person (or group) you are describing is very closely 
related to one end of the scale, you should place your check mark as follows: 

fair x : : : : : : : unfair -- -- -- -- -- -- --
If you feel that this person (or group) is quite closely related to one or 
the other end of the scale (but not extremely), you should place your check 
mark as follows : 

strong __ :_x_: __ : __ : __ : __ : __ : weak 

If this person (or group) seems only slightly related to one side as op-
posed to the other side (but is not really neutral), then you should check 
as follows: 

active __ : __ : __ : __ :_!_: __ :__ passive 

The direction toward which you check, of course, depends upon which of the 
two ends of the scale seem most characteristic of the person (or group) 
yourre judging. If you consider the person (or group) to be neutral on the 
scale, both sides of the scale equally associated with the concept, then 
you should place your check mark in the middle interval. 

safe __ : __ : __ :_!_: __ : __ : __ : dangerous 

IMPORI'ANT: (1) Place your check marks in the middle of spaces~ 
not on the boundaries 

: : : X : X 
-- -- --this not 

this 
(2) Be sure you check every scale -- do not omit any. 
(3) Never put more than one check markon a single scale. 

Work at fairly high speed through this test. Do not worry or puzzle over 
individual items. It is your first impression, the i.rnrJEdicate "feelings" 
about the items, that we want. On the other hand, please do not be care-
less, because we want your true impressions. 



SCHOLARLY 

DISRESPECTFUL 

UNKNOWLEDGEABLE 

KIND 

EMPHATIC 

PASSIVE 

FAST 

MEEK 

EXPERI' 

BOLD 

DISHONEST 

AGGRESSIVE 

UNINFORMED 

TRAINED 

GOOD 

INEXPERIENCED 

EDUCATED 

INTROVERIBD 

ENERGETIC 

SELFISH 

SINCERE 

IMlVDRAL 

PATIENT 

INTELLIGENT 

ILLOGIC.AL 

AWFUL 

RESERVED 

. . . --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

. --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

. --- --- - --- --- --- ---

. . - --- --- --- --- --- ---

- . 

. . . . --- --- - --- --- --- ---

. . . . -----------
0 D O 11 . . . . . - - - --- --- --- ---. . . . --- --- --- --- --- --- ---
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UNSCHOLARLY 

RESPECTFUL 

KNOWLEDGEABLE 

CRUEL 

HESITANT 

ACTIVE 

SLOW 

AGGRESSIVE 

IGNORANT 

TIMID 

HONEST 

UNAGGRESSIVE 

INFORMED 

UNTRAINED 

BAD 

EXPERIENCED 

UNEDUCATED 

EXTROVERIBD 

TIRED 

UNSELFISH 

INSINCERE 

M)RAL 

IMPATIENT 

UNINTELLIGENT 

LOGIC.AL 

NICE 

FRANK 
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GIFFIN TRUST DIFFERENTIAL (GTD - FDRME) 

The following nine items are collected to score the factor of expertness 
and are tallied as indicated: 

1. Scholarly - Unscholarly (7,6,5,4,3,2,1). 
3. Unknowledgeable - Knowledgeable (1,2,3,4,5,6,7), 
9. Expert - Ignorant (7,6,5,4,3,2,1). 
13. Uninforrred - Inforrred (1,2,3,4,5,6,7). 
14. Trained - Untrained (7,6,5,4,3,2,1). 
16. Inexperienced - Experienced (1,2,3,4,5,6,7). 
17. Educated - Uneducated (7,6,5,4,3,2,1). 
24. Intelligent - Unintelligent (7,6,5,4,3,2,1). 
25. Illogical - Logical (1,2,3,4,5,6,7) 

The following nine items are collected to score 'the-·ractor of character 
(reliability plus intentions) and are tallied as indicated: 

2. Disrespectful - Respectfu~ (1,2,3,4,5,6,7). 
4. IG.nd - Cruel (7,6,5,4,3,2,1). 
11. Dishonest - Honest (1,2,3,4,5,6,7). 
15. Good - Bad (7,6,5,4,3,2,1). 
20. Selfish - Unselfish (1,2,3,4,5,6,7). 
21. Sincere - Insincere (7,6,5,4,3,2,1). 
22. Irrrrroral - Moral (1,2,3,4,5,6,7). 
23. Patient - Impatient (7,6,5,4,3,2,l) 
26. Awful - Nice (1,2,3,4~5,6,7). 

The following nine items are collected to score the factor of d:vnarni§m 
(activeness and frankness) and are tallied as indicated: 

5. Emphatic - Hesitant (7,6,5,4,3,2,1). 
6. Passive - Active (1,2,3,4,5,6,7). 
7. Fast - Slow (7,6,5,4,3,2,1). 
8. Meek - Aggressive (1,2,3,4,5,6,7) 

10. Bold - Timid (7,6,5,4,3,2,1). 
12. Aggressive - Unaggressive (7,6,5,4,3,2,1). 
18. Introverted - Extroverted (1,2,3,4,5,6,7). 
19. Energetic - Tired (7,6,5,4,3,2,1) 
27. Reserved - Frank (1,2,3,4,5,6,7). 



Name 

SPEAKER'S SELF-CONCEPT SCALE 
SS-CS 

INSTRUCTIONS 

-----

1) This test is conposed of a series of staterrents separated into 
gr-oups or blocks with four ( 4) statell:!nts in each block. Read 
all four staterrents in block nuniber 1 first, then check (y) the 
two (2) staterrents :rrost descriptive of your attitudes, beliefs 
or opinions as a speaker. 

2) Continue this process through all twenty (20) blocks. 

3) Be certain to check (1') two (2) staterrents in each block. 
Example: 
v a. I feel I am easily excitable •. 
-b. I think I learn much from others. 
-c • I think I have a good sense of_ humor. 
,V d. I feel nw ideas are clear. 

4) There are no right or wrong answers. 

5) Begin when you are ready. 
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S S-C S 

SCORING 

KEY 

1. -2.12 11. +1.81 
+1.94 +1.53 
+1.50 -3.04 
-1.01 - .20 

2. +2.00 12. + .20 
-2.22 - .58 
+1.21 -1.95 
-1.60 +3.02 

3. -2.42 13. + .21 
-1.33 +2.25 
+ .23 - .Bo 
+2.35 -=-2.17 

4. +2.36 Jj. -2.58 
+1.08 + .50 
-1.41 +1.75 
- .93 - .39 

5. +5.38 15. +l.13 
+ .87 +2.00 
-2.38 -2.12 
- .93 - .36 

6. - .47 16. -2.66 
+2.79 +1.76 
+1.60 + .93 
-2.92 -1.21 

' 

7. - .52 17. + .20 
+1.36 -1.40 
+3.48 -2.12 
-1.81 rl-1.76 

8. +2.70 18. +1.91 
-2.44 - .66 
- .71 +1.45 
+ ,54 -2.'36 

9. - .97 19. +1.25 
-2.03 -3.50 
+1.78 - .20 
-8.83 +1.86 

10. + .65 20. + .54 
-2.50 +2.42 
-1.46 -3.20 
+1.93 - • 71 



SOORING SCALE 
for the 

SPEAKER'S SELF-CONCEPI' SCALE (SS-CS) 

Highest Possible 
Effectiveness 

Mid-effectiveness-

zero (0) range 
Neither effective nor 

inaffective 

Mid-ineffectiveness 

Highest Possible 
Ineffectiveness 

65.06 total of the significant 
plus(+) scores and the 
non-significant plus(+) 
scores 

30.23 total of the significant 
plus(+) less the non-
sigri.ificant minus(-) 
scores 

total of non-significant 
plus(+) less the non-
sigri.ificant minus(-) 
scores 

{ + 2.08...-
- 2.97 

--. total of the significant 
plus(+) less the signifi-
cant minus(-) scores 

-32.46 total of the significant 
minus(-) less the non-
significant plus(+) 
scores 

-67 .18 total of the significant 
minus(-) scores and the 
non-significant minus (-) 
scores 
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1. a. 
-b. 

c. 
-d. 

2. a. 
-b. 

c. 
-d. 

3. a. 
-b. 

c. 
-d. 

4. a. 
-b. 

c. 
-d. 

5. a. 
-b. 

c, 
-d. 

6. a. 
-b. 

c. 
-d. 

7. a. 
-b. 

c. 
-d. 

8. a. 
-b. 

c. 
-d. 

9. a. 
-b. 

c. 
-d. 
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Name ----
I feel I plan ahead. 
I feel at ease in a group. 
I think I use good grammar. 
I don't think I act nervous when speaking on subjects I know. 

I think I rruke sound decisions. 
I feel I try to say the right things. 
I think I have a good speaking voice. 
I feel I am a born leader. 

Freedom of thought seems i:rrportant to :rre. 
I feel I work hard to reach my goals. 
I feel I express my ideas clearly. 
I think I can handle an audience. 

I feel I have high aspirations. 
I think I am concise when talking. 
I feel my success will demand good speech. 
I think I would rather find facts than argue. 

I think I argue for nw beliefs. 
I like to study an audience. 
I feel my parents want me to be successful. 
I think I accept criticism graciously. 

I think I am an excellent manipulator. 
I feel I am co:rrpetitive. 
I think_I enjoy talking to groups. 
I think I make up my mind quickly. 

I think I am destined to succeed. 
I feel my diction is adequate. 
I think I am usually a leader. 
I feel I am apprehensive. 

I feel I get credit for my actions. 
I feel that my feelings are hard to hurt. 
I think I am :rrethodical. 
I feel I use many gestures when speaking. 

I feel I listen more than talk in a group. 
I think I always demand my rights. 
I think Speech will help me advance. 
I feel that most bad speakers lack organization. 

10. a. I like to control groups. 
b. I prefer to wait and see what develops. 

c. I prefer group discussions over singular performances. 
d:-f think I am practical. 



Narre 

11. a. I think Speech will help DE earn more money. 
-b . I feel I behave rroderately when speaking. 

c. I feel I am more critical than most people. 
-d. I think I' 11 make out on my own. 

12. a. I think I speak slowly. 
-b. I prefer to work alone. 

c. I enjoy do:rmnating conversations. 
-d. I feel obligated to others. 

13. a. I think Speech rrust be important, it is required. 
b. I feel that 'failure is an incentive to DE. 

14. 

15. 

c. I must be nervous when I speak, my hands sweat. 
-d. I feel I am uncertain. 

a. 
-b. 

c. 
-d. 

a. 
-b. 

c. 
-d. 

I think I hate speaking, but I enjoy conversations • 
I feel I worrry a lot about my failures. 
I feel I am average. 
I prefer "25¢" words. 

I feel I am usually enthusiastic about everything. 
I enjoy persuading people to my view. 
I feel I solve problems best with action. 
I don't feel concerned about what I say. 

16. a. I feel, I learn quickly. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

-b. I prefer to be co:rrpetiti ve. 
c. I prefer to pass on information I gain. 

-d. I feel I make many friends. 

a. 
-b. 

c. 
-d. 

a. 
-b. 

c. 
-d. 

a. 
-b. 

c. 
-d. 

I think I would make a good actor. 
I like to solve my problems alone. 
I feel the best way to solve problems is with action. 
I think Speech is a pleasure for DE. 

I would rather sit and listen. 
I try always to do what I think is best • 
I feel that I need people. 
I think I make people stick to the point. 

I feel that I am always trying to in:press others. 
I feel I am nervous around "different" people. 
I feel I am intolerant of ignorance. -
I feel I depend greatly on others. 

20._a. r,tr attitude is, "I took Speech because it is required." 
b. I don't think I can tell a funny joke. 
c. I feel I am tense when speaking. 

-d. I feel I am often misunderstood through others I stupidity. 
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PATIDN'S SPEECH I 

CONTENT EXAMINATION (.ABSTRACTED) 

PART ONE 

Read the followmg instructions carefully: 

Return this set of questions with your answer sheet. 

IX) NOT WRITE ON THIS MIMEOGRAPHED SET OF QUFBTIONS. 

Confine your answers to the IBM answer sheet. You 
will receive credit ONLY for your responses on the 
answer sheet" 

Select the BEST answer from arrong alternatives 
provided for each question. 

J 

When you have completed the test, put your answer 
sheet in your test booklet and hand the booklet 
conta:in:ing your answer sheet to your instructor. 
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1. Generally, the amount of tim2 spent on the development of a contro-
versial idea in a speech depends chiefly upon (A) how ITR1Ch support 
of the idea the audience needs; (B) how m..i.ch time the speaker has 
at his disposal; (C) how mu.ch the speaker knows about the idea; 
(D) the amount of new evidence that the speaker can offer; (E) whether 
action on the part of the audience will be demanded. 

2. "Should the University of Kansas offer a straight liberal arts under-
graduate degree?" is a question of: (A) meaning and interpretation; 
(B) policy; (C) value; (D) fact; (E) controversy. 

3. Which of these staterrents would be most effective in gaining audience 
understanding? (A) AJmost 250,000, or 19%, of your fellow Kansans, 
about as many people as there are in Wichita, will suffer if this bill 
is made law. (B) This proposed law is unfair to 19% of the residents 
of Kansas; (C) This proposal will disrupt the lives of 250,000 Kansans; 
(D) As many people as the total population of Wichita will be wronged 
by this bill; (E) 250,000 Kansans will be harrred if this proposal 
is adopted, 19% of the state's population. 

4. As a general rule, which of the following would be the best way to 
begin a speech: (A) Use a dramatic appeal to arouse the audience to 
action; (B) Begin with two or three jokes that do not pertain to the 
subject; (C) Present an example or illustration that focuses on the 
main theIIE of your speech; (D) Announce the title of your speech; 
(E) List the main points you intend to cover. 

5. "I think there is no doubt that if we guaranteed a minimwn incoIIE to 
the poor, we would have more money circulating in the econonw. Paul 
Sarrnlelson, professor of economics at MIT who has written one of the 
texts in economics used here at KU, made this clear when he said, 1The 
marginal propensity to consume is highest among the low income groups. 111 

This argurr.ent, taken from a speech, seeks to gain logical adequacy 
and acceptance through use of (A) inductive reasoning; (B) specific 
instances; (C) authority; (D) causal reasoning; (E) deductive reasoning. 

6. 11A kilowatt-hour is a unit by which electric energy is m2asured, just 
as the bushel is the unit for rreasuring wheat and corn, and the pound 
is the unit for ireasuring butter. 11 

Of which irethod of definition is this an exarr:ple? (A) Definition by 
negation; (B) Definition by analogy; (C) Definition by etymology; 
(D) Definition by example; (E) a rhetorical definition. 

7. "Let's suppose that a student was to borrow a thousand dollars to com-
plete his schooling. 11 From this rerrark you have an indication that a 
speaker is going to: (A) present an analogy; (B) draw an inductive 
conclusion; (C) reason from a general assumption; (D) present a hypo-
thetical illustration; (E) reason from cause to effect. 
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8. The development of the thesis briefly outlined below follows which 
pattern of arrangeITEnt? (A) topical; (B) chronological; (C) problem-
solving; (D) spatial; (E) causal. 

Thesis: Funerals are strictly for the living. 

(A) Social respectability is gajned through burial practices by the 
family of the deceased; (B) Friends and relatives have the satisfac-
tion of seeing the deceased for a last tiITE; (C) Wakes provide an 
opportunity for conveying respect to the family of the deceased. 

Well organized discourse should have unity, coherence, emphasis, pro-
portion. Match each of these terms with the phrase that defines it or 
describes how it is achieved by marking on your answer sheet the let-
ter of the term each of the following phrases defines: 

9. Clues to the importance a speaker attaches to 
his various ideas. 

10 • Focusing on a central idea throughout the speech 
11. The development accorded to the various parts 

of the speech. 

(A) Unity 
(B) Coherence 
(C) Emphasis 
(D) Proportion 
(E) None of above. 

12. When a speaker chang;es his position on the platform: (A) he should 
do so only to indicate a transition from one main idea to another; 
(B) he introduces a distraction into his speech and should avoid mve-
ment; (C) he may do so without regard to what he is saying; (D) it 
should contribute to the communication of his ideas and attitudes; 
(E) he should do so simply to relieve tension and weariness. 

13. On the question of "labor-manag;ement relations, 11 which of the follow-
ing lists these sources in an order from the mst unbiased to the rrost 
biased source as far as the evidence on this question is concerned? 
(A) a, b, c. (B) b, c, a. (C) c, a, b. (D) c, b, a. (E) b, a.,, c. 

a. Secretary of the Depart:rrEnt of Labor 
b. President of the International Association of Electricians 
c. Harvard University STu.dy of Labor Conditions in the U.S. 

14. 1'Trwna.n will go down in history as a very great or a very foolish pres-
ident." This statement is an example of (A) an appeal to prejudice; 
(B) a valid historical assumption; (C) a black or white fallacy; 
(D) ad hominem fallacy; (E) ad populum fallacy. 

15. Reasoning which rroves from an assumption or a general principle to an 
application of that assumption or general principle in a given situa-
tion is: (A) legal; (B) deductive; (C) causal; (D) inductive; 
(E) categorical reasoning. 
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16. "I am closing my 52 years of military service. When I joined the Army 
even before the turn of the century, it was the fulfillrr:ent of my boyish 
hopes and dreams. The world has turned over many tirr:es since I took the 
oath on the plain of West Point, and the hopes and dreams have long van-
ished. But I still rerr:ember the refrain of one of the most popular bar-
racks ballads of that day which proclaimed most proudly that--

"Old soldiers never die; they just fade away. And like the old 
soldier of that ballad, I now close :rrw military career and just fade 
away--an old soldier, who tried to do his duty as God gave him the light 
to see that duty." (Douglas MacArthur, Address before Congress, April 
19, 1951) 

The language used in this speech excerpt is primarily: (A) denotative; 
(B) indicative; (C) objective; (D) allegorical; (E) connotative. 

17. The term used to designate a sharing of the attitudes and feelings of 
the speaker on the part of,the listener(s) is: (A) response; (B) sym-
bolic corrmmication; (C) empathy; (D) group dynamics; (E) imag-ery. 

18 .. "Students are so imnature these days you can't give them any responsi-
bility. And they are gping to continue to be i:mrrature until they accept 
some responsibility." This is an exarrple of: (A) faulty causal reason-
ing; (B) ad horninem attack; (C) circular reasoning; (D) reasoning from a 
disjunctive assumption; (E) inductive reasoning. 

19. To establish his credibility, his "personal proof, 11 a speaker must, ac-
cording to Aristotle: (A) be competent in his subject; (B) demonstrate 
good character; (C) display good will; (D) A, B, and C; (E) A and B. 

20 D "'Ihis year we did our most extensive nuclear testing we had a great many 
severe tornadoes in widely scattered parts of this country,, Atomic tests 
have a severe effect upon the weather~" This is an example of: (A) faulty 
analogy; (B) post hoc fallacy; (C) arguing in a circle; (D) ad horninem 
fallacy; (E) appeal to prejudice.. -

21.. The use of force in articulating words, phrases, and syllables is known 
as: (A) tlmbre; (B) phonation; (C) stress; (D) effusion; (E) enunciation. 

22. Suppose you are attempting to describe for your listeners the Lincoln 
Center in New York City. Which method of organization is most likely to 
be the best adapted to the presentation of your ideas: (A) deductive; 
(B) topical; (C) spatial; (D) chronologicaJ.; (E) causalo 

23. The final determinant of the meanings of words is: (A) usage; (B) the 
dictionary; (C) the origin of the words; (D) the inherent :rreanings con-
tained within the words themselves; (E) all of the above .. 

24 .. A new Tru-Vue television burned out the picture tube twenty-eight days 
after it was purchased .. A week after it was replaced one of the speakers 
began to squeal. A few days later the tuning knob came loose o The pur-
chaser concluded: "Tru-Vue television sets are a pile of junk .. 'Ihey ought 
to be taken off the market. " He (A) reasoned ex post facto; (B) reasoned 
from statistics; ( C) was the victim of the black and white fallacy in 
thinking; (D) generalized hastily; (E) reasoned fallaciously from a 
faulty assumption., -
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25. Which of the following is least likely to affect your research on a 
speech topic? (A) the sex of the audience; (B) the educafi.onal level 
of the audience; (C) the geographical location where the speech is 
given; (D _ the occasion of the speech; (E) the time of day. 

26. "Four hundred and fifty of the 600 people living in the Jasmine Addi-
tion earn more than $10,000 a year. It is quite clear that people 
living in an area where the average annual income is $10,000 can afford 
to pay for a new fire station." 

Which of the following staterrents applies the most appropriately to 
this unit of argument: (A) Average income cannot be computed from the 
statistics given above and the artum:mt is therefore fallacious; 
(B) The argument is apparently sound and should be accepted; (C) The 
argurrent should be rejected on the grounds that it contains an ad homi-
nem attack; (D) The argu.rr.ent would be sound and should be accepted if 
the speaker cited the source of his statistics; (E) None of the above 
statements is appropriate. 

27. The character of the speaker which enhances his credibility with an 
audience is known as: (A) rapport; (B) pathos; (C) logos; (D) feed-
back; (E) ethos. 

28. Introductions should be longer in a persuasive speech given before a 
(A) neutral audience; (B) selected audience; (C) hostile audience; 
(D) partisan audience; (E) concerted audience. 

29. Speech communication can best be described as (A) an event; (B) per-
suasion; (C) inquiry; (D) a process; (E) expression. 

30. If in a speech someone says that the word "propaganda" can be defined 
in many ways, but for the purposes of his discussion he will take the 
term to mean, "Short ci_rcuiting the rational process, 11 he is using: 
(A) a dictionary definition; (B) an Aristotelian type of definition; 
(C) an operational type of definition; (D) a Platonic type of defini-
tion; (E) a rhetorical definition. 
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KEY AND ITEM RATIONALE FOR PATIDN SPEECH CONTENT EXAM (ABRIDGED) 

1. (A) A speech may be viewed as a stylized response to the constraints of 
an audience to which it is given. Th.ls question is concerned with 
this concept from the standpoint of how much time to spend on a 
controversial idea. It obviously is foolish to spend much time on 
an idea when little is needed and little time when much is needed. 
One does not simply "support an idea"; one "supports an idea in 
terms of an audience." 

2. (b) Any persuasive speech involves a proposition. It is useful for the 
student speaker to know what type of proposition he is presenting. 
Additionally, from the standpoint of critical evaluation, different 
criteria need to be employed in the evaluation of different per-
suasive propositions. The classical concept of stasis still has 
much utility today. 

3. (A) Statistics tend to be the most meaningful if they are presented in 
e.xtrerrely graphic or concrete terms. This usually means expressing 
them in units which the :rrembers of the audience can readily picture. 
When speaking to a Kansas audience the unit of Wichita's population 
should be rreaningful. 

4. (C) An introduction should gain audience interest and disclose and clar-
ify the subject to be discussed. Although speeches can be intro-
duced in nurrerous ways, depending upon the subject and the audience, 
item C should be designated as the best answer because it is the 
only one that focuses on the main therre of the speech and has a 
potential interest factor. 

5. ( C) A speaker may draw on different kinds of supporting data in order 
to make his argu.rrents acceptable to an audience. One aid to gaining 
acceptability is the use of authority opinion. 

6. (B) Definition is an invaluable agent for achieving clarity in communi-
cation. The student should know more about definition than rrerely 
looking up words in a dictionary. He should know how words acquire 
their rreaning; he should lmow how to make meanings clear through 
various definitional techniques. In this instance a comparison is 
used for the , purpose of rraking meaning more graphic. 

7. ''(D) The use of interest and clarity devices are essential to truly effec-
tive corrmunication. This being true it is important that' a student 
is aware of common interest and clarity devices. This question con-
cerns one such device, the hypothetical illustration. 

( 

8. (A) The student completing the basic course in speech will not only know 
that organization is important in oral discourse but also that there 
are patterns of organization that will aid both speaker and listener • . 
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The pattern described here, the topical, is a way of breaking down 
the thesis through separate but related topics which, when reassembled, 
lead the audience to accept the thesis. 

9. (C) Similar to written communication, the factors of unity, coherence, 
10. (A) emphasis, and proportion have importance in spoken messages. The stu-
11. (D) dent is first of all encouraged to make a unified presentation by 

focusing on a central idea throughout the speech; he is encouraged 
to relate the points of his speech in_ order to achieve clear thought 
progression; he is encouraged to strive for emphasis upon his key 
ideas; and he is encouraged to have sorre degree of proportion for 
his main points. 

12. (D) The ojective of all bodily activity in speech is to contribute to 
the communication of ideas and attitudes. It is sometimes useful to 
move, to indicate transition and to relieve tension and weariness, 
but neither of these factors constitute the basid rationale for 
bodily rroverrent. 

13. (C) This question concerns the possible bias of sources. Students in 
Speech lA are trained to distinguish between biased, possibly biased, 
and probably unbiased sources. Of the three sources given in this 
test item the Harvard Study would probably have the least reason for 
bias, in fact one of its prirre objectives probable would be objectivity; 
the Secretary of Labor is likely to be less biased than the president 
of the Electricians Association who has a vested interest. 

14. (C) Most questions are multivalued in nature. Whenever a two-valued prop-
osition is presented to him, the student is encouraged to look for 
other possible dirrensions of the question in order to determine if 
the dichotonw the speaker presents is realistic or fallacious. 

15. (B) Another exan:ple of the studentsY ability to discriminate the type 
of reasoning. The student who satisfactorily completes Speech lA 
should be able to identify and use both inductive and deductive 
reasoning in oral discourse. 

16. (E)' The student is taught to recognize connotative language. Connotative 
language of course has its value, but at the sa.rtE time it can be 
used to sway people by means of language alone . It is likely that 
this will happen if the listener can distinguish between connotative 
and denotative expressions. 

18. (C) Circular reasoning of the type in this test item is probably far 
more co:rnnon than most people realize. We feel that the student should 
be taught to detect it when it occurs. 

17. (C) An important concept in communication is the idea of speaker-listener 
rapport • The speaker tries to present his message and himself, when-
ever possible., in such a way as to gain an emphatic response. Empathy 
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in some respects is teclmical jargon but on the other hand it is a 
term that probably should be found in any educated person 's vocabu-
lary. Moreover, it difficult to deal with the concept effectively 
without term. 

19. (D) The foils of this test item represent what Aristotle thought to be 
the components of ethos or personal proof in speech corrmu.nication. 
An image of expertness, trustworthiness, and good will what any 
effective speaker will try to develop. 

20. (B) False cause fallacies are-extrem2ly common. Careful examination of 
causal relationships lies near the heart of critical listening. The 
term post hoc should not be foreign to anyone with any previous 
speech background. 

21. (C) Not much emphasis placed upon the voice in Speech lA; however, 
the student is expected to have som2 knowledge of the basic process 
of vocal production. Suggestions concerning vocal delivery are 
m2aningful to the student if he knows the basic concepts. Stress 

, is a meaningful and interesting part of vocal deli very. 

22. (C) This question expects the student to have som2 knowledge of certain 
stock m2thods of arrangement which are useful for dealing with 
many speech subjects • In ,this instance spatial arrangen:ent would 
doubtlessly be the best method. 

23. (A) Students should know that words do not derive their meanings from 
the dictionary but from people. This question also tests the 
that meanings do not reside in words themselves but people using 
the words. 

24G (D) The hasty generalization is one of the most cormnon reasoning prob-
lems that should be detected by thr:; critical listener. 'Jhe question 
of sufficiency of evidence is one that the student is taught to 
apply to claims a speaker makes. 

25a (E) Each audience and each speech situation embody constraints to which 
the speaker nust adapt his presentation. This test item identifies 
some of the important constraints and tests the student's ability 
to distinguish between the rrore critical ones and one, the time of 
day, that not likely to be critical from the standpoint of re-
search, even though the time of day may influence the cormnunication 
act. 

26g (A) A speech student is taught to take a close look at statistics when-
ever they appear in an argument .. No average income could be com-
puted from the information given in this argurr.ent .. 
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27. (E) The role of the speaker's ethos in communication is discussed in 
a.lrrost any basic speech course. Ethos is known to exert consider-
able influence m speech communication. 

28. (C) This item raises a question concerning audience adaptation. A brief 
introduction that discloses and clarifies the subject is all that 
is normally necessary for a partisan, selected, concerted, or 
neutral audience. However, a hostile audience may require that a 
speaker prepare them for his rressage with a longer introduction 
that embodies examples and various kinds of evidence before he 
states his central idea. 

29. (D) Students are taught that speech communication is a process. It is 
an interaction between speaker and listener. 'lb be sure it is not 
expression, because that term does not necessarily connote commun-
ication. It is not an event that just happens, and it is not 
limited to persuasion or inquiry. 

30. (C) People corrm::>nly use operational definitions in their speeches, in 
fact the operational definition is a most useful technique. We feel 
that the speech student should know what an operational definition 
is. 




